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Abstract

The subject of this thesis is the study of the deep levels introduced

by transition metals when they are incorporated as impurities in semiconductors.

These deep levels correspond to differences in the charge state of the

impurity. The technique used to study the levels involves measuring the

high frequency capacitance of the depletion region of diodes made on the

materials. The capacitance is a measure of the space charge in the depletion

region and thus is sensitive to changes in the charge state of the impurities.

Four different systems are investigated, viz. ZnSerCr, ZnSe:Ni,

GaP:Ni and GaAs:Cr. Changes in the charge state are studied optically

and interpreted as the following transitions:

3d5 -> 3d4 studied in ZnSerCr at liquid nitrogen temperature

3d9 3d8 studied in ZnSerNi at liquid nitrogen temperature

3d8 3d7 studied in GaP:Ni at room temperature

3d5 -> 3d9 studied in GaAs:Cr at liquid helium temperature

Sd^ -»■ 3d3and }studied in GaAs:Cr at liquid nitrogen temperature .

3d3 + 3d4

Photoionization cross-section spectra are obtained for all these

transitions with the exception of the 3d8 3d7 transition in GaP:Ni and

the 3d3 3d4 transition in GaAsrCr. The ionization energies are found in

most cases by fitting the initial part of the spectra to a suitable power law.

Samples of ZnSe:Ni in which the cross-section spectrum for the 3d9 -»■ 3d8
transition is not seen show a cross-section spectrum consisting of a

single sharp peak. This is a new and unexpected phenomenon. In both

ZnSe and GaAs, phonon involvement in the 3d5 3d4 transition in chromium is

large. The ionization energies and the shape of the photoionization cross-section

spectra are discussed in terms of particular deep level models.
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INTRQUJ CTION

Recent years have seen the rapid development of that branch of

solid state physics devoted to imparities in semiconductors. There

are two reasons for this. The first is that impurities are important

technologically. Some control the amount and type of conductivity in

their host. Others can influence minority carrier lifetimes and are

used in fast switching devices. A further type of impurity has found

a technological application in light-emitting diodes, the impurities

acting as radiative recombination centres.

The other reason for such a wide study is that at present there

is no general theory by which to describe certain classes of impurity.

Transition metal impurities fall into one such class. These are highly

correlated many-electron systems which are well understood in atoms but

still present a theoretical challenge in semiconductors. At best, the

approach is largely semi-empirical, relying in part on experimental

data to assist the theoretical calculations. However, the state of

knowledge in this field is far from conclusive and these systems cer¬

tainly require further study.

One feature of transition metal impurities is that the unfilled

shell can exchange electrons with the conduction and valence bands of

the host semiconductor giving rise to levels which lie deep in the for¬

bidden gap. The subject of this thesis is the study of these deep

levels.

Well-established techniques are often used in the measurement of

deep level parameters, e.g. optical absorption, luminescence, photo¬

conductivity and thermal conductivity. Some of these techniques suffer
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from obvious disadvantages. With transitions involving electron

exchange with one of the bands, so-called charge transfer transitions,

absorption and luminescence data do not show unambiguously which hand

is involved. Photoconductivity measurements may suffer from unwanted

trapping effects and sometimes there is also ambiguity in their

interpretat ion.

More recently, however, new techniques have been developed which

overcome some of the limitations of the above methods. These techniques

involve measurements made on the depletion region of a Schottky barrier,

pn junction or MOS capacitor (l - 12) and enable the parameters of deep

levels in very small concentrations to be found relatively easily. The

results presented in this thesis were obtained chiefly from measurements

of the capacitance of the diode depletion region. The method relies on

the principle that the high frequency capacitance of a depleted region

reflects the total space charge density in the region, so if a change

in occupancy of a level can be effected it will be reflected as a

change in capacitance. The magnitude of the change contains information

about the level concentration. The sign of the change, i.e. positive or

negative corresponding to an increase or decrease of capacitance res- -

pectively, shows unambiguously which band is involved in the transition

and the rate of the change contains information on the ionization cross-

section.

With the exception of GaAs : Cr which is widely used for its semi-

insulating properties, the systems chosen for study here have not yet

found a particular technological application. However, deep level

systems are widely studied for the following reason. It is generally

known that small quantities of unwanted impurities can detrimentally



alter the performance of semiconductor devices. As a particular

example, nickel is a killer of luminescence when incorporated in

some II - VI compounds such as ZnS and ZnO (13). These materials

have a potential market in light-emitting devices because of their

relatively large band-gaps. The exact quenching mechanism is still

unknown. It has also been suggested that nickel may be the cause of

quenching in some GaP light-emitting devices (14). Thus from a

purely commercial point of view, information on as many deep level

systems as possible is desirable.

An outline of the structure of the thesis may be useful here.

Chapter 1 gives a brief theoretical account of the properties of

transition metal atoms and how they change when the atoms are incor¬

porated into a host lattice. Emphasis is on those aspects which are

of particular relevance to this project. Chapter 2 gives a description

of how capacitance changes can be related to the changes in deep level

occupancy together with a theoretical treatment of the relevant deep

level kinetics.

The preparation of the doped material followed by the method of

manufacture of some of the diodes used for photocapacitance measure¬

ments is the subject of Chapter 3, while Chapter 4 describes the

photocapacitance technique itself and includes a description of the

equipment and experimental procedure.

The results of experiments are presented in Chapters 5-8 inclusive.

Each chapter is devoted to one particular host plus impurity system.

There is no special ordering of the chapters. Every chapter contains

a discussion of the findings as well as a final summary of the results.
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The concluding chapter, Chapter 9> discusses the results in a

more general context. In particular, models for threshold energies

and photoionization cross-sect ions which are described in Chapter 1

are discussed more fully in the light of the new results obtained

here.



CHAPTER 1

TRANSITION METAL IMPURITIES : SOME THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

1.1 Introduction

This chapter summarises some of the theoretical aspects of

transition metal impurities. The summary is brief as excellent treat¬

ments can be found in the books by Griffith (15) and. Ballhausen (16).

First, the case of the free atom is discussed, followed by the modifi¬

cations introduced by the crystal field. The final sections are con¬

cerned with models for energy level positions and photoionization

cross-sections as these quantities are of direct relevance to this

project.

1.2 Shallow and Deep Levels

The energy levels introduced by impurities into the band-gap of

their host fall roughly into one of two categories.

(a) Shallow levels

In general, these are well understood. They are characterized by

a hydrogen-like potential with eigenfunctions which are, to a good

approximation, a linear superposition of lattice wave functions taken

from the nearest conduction or valence band. The energy levels lie

typically within 0.1 eV of the relevant band edge. Examples are silicon

and germanium doped with phosphorus or arsenic.

(b) Deep levels

As their name suggests, these lie deeper in the gap than 0.1 eV.

They are probably more widely studied than shallow levels, but the level
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of understanding is not nearly so high. The large ionization energy

implies a strong potential which localises the wave function near the

impurity site. As a result, many lattice wave functions would be

required for the expansion of this wave function and the entire band

structure would have to be involved. Theoretically, this poses a

difficult problem. Hence the lack of a general theory for deep levels.

Some impurities, viz. the transition metals of the 3dn and 4fn

series, have an incomplete electronic shell shielded by outer electrons.

Because of this shielding one would hope that the incomplete shell might

retain nuch of its atomic character in the semiconductor. A great deal
I

is known about the electron wave functions of free atoms, (see, for

example, Condon and Shortley (17)), so this would seem a good starting

point. Although the 3dn shell is less well shielded than the 4fn shell,

resulting in a greater admixture of lattice wave functions into the 3d

wave functions at the impurity site, such an approach where the free

atom is regarded as modified by its surroundings is still a useful and

much used approach for the 3d transition metal impurities.

The description of crystal field theory given here will be with

particular reference to transition metal impurities of the 3d series

as only this class of impurity was studied in this project.

1.3 Crystal Field Theory

A brief account is given first of the free ion, particularly the

eigenfunctions and eigenenergies. The modifications introduced by the

crystal field are then treated as a perturbation.
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(a) Free atom or ion

In the central field approximation each electron is subject to

the potential of the nucleus and a spherically averaged potential due

to the other electrons. The Schrodinger Wave Equation (S.W.E.) gives

the well-known one-electron wave functions, \fwhere

m
0

i ti. . m . ) .

(1.1)

Here, is the position of the ith electron, R^ is a radial function
which depends on the potential seen by each electron and thus does not

"l
have a general form and is a spherical harmonic. The quantities

n, 1, and are the well-known quantum numbers of chemistry, viz. n is

the principal quantum number, 1 is the orbital angular momentum quantum

number and m^ is the quantum number of one component of the orbital
angular momentum. The corresponding eigenstates are usually denoted by

Is, 2s, 2p, 3s, etc. Each energy level has a characteristic degeneracy.

Allowing for spin, the s-levels are two-fold degenerate, the p-levels

are six-fold degenerate, the d-levels are ten-fold degenerate, etc.

These one-electron wave functions are then used as basis functions

for the treatment of the electron - electron interaction as a perturba¬

tion to the central field. With the 3<in transition elements, the inter¬

action between the d-electrons lifts the degeneracy of the d-level but

the closed shells simply contribute an additional radial potential whose

effect is to introduce an energy shift which will be the same for all

the new eigenenergies of the d-shell. The solutions of the S.W.E. are

now total electron eigenfunctions which can be expressed as sums of

Slater determinants of the form



HJ - — ,

(n.') 5

1^(1) ^(2)
ip2(l) \l>2(2)

i (n)

*n(l) *n(n) (1.2)

where the are the one-electron wave functions of equation (l.l).

The Slater determinants satisfy the requirement that the total wave

function be antisymmetric. If two orbitals are identical in space and

spin quantum numbers, the determinant is zero and so the Pauli exclu¬

sion principle is satisfied.

The energy levels are described by the familiar Russell-Saunders

coupling scheme, viz. the eigenstates are described by the quantum
2S + Lr

nunbers S and L, each term being denoted by the symbol Tj. The

degeneracy of each level is (2L + l)(2S + l). As an example, vanadium
3 2

has a 3d 4s outer electron configuration. The electron - electron

interaction in the d-shell gives rise to eight LS terms, i.e.

2G, ZF, ZD, % and ^P. Note that triply-ionized chromium has an

3
outer electron configuration of 3d , giving rise to the same eight

terms. The grcund state, from Hund's rule,is S? in each case. The

energy of each term depends on matrix elements of the interaction bet¬

ween the Slater determinantal wave functions and thus contains integrals,

known as Slater integrals, of the radial functions ( r ^). As the
radial functions do not appear in simple form it is usually more con¬

venient to take combinations of the integrals as parameters for descri¬

bing the energies. One combination gives the Slater-Condon parameters,

F^, and another gives the Racah parameters A, B and C. For example, the
energy of the ground state term, ^F, of the 3d^ configuration can be
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expressed as either

E (M = 3FQ - 15F2 - 72F4

or

E (S1) = 3A - 15B.

In practice the Slater-Condon or Racah parameters are taken as

semi-erapirical parameters, i. e. their magnitudes are obtained from

fitting of experimental results to the term energies.

In the above treatment the spin-orbit effect has been neglected

because for the 3<in atoms it is a small effect compared to the electron -

electron interaction.

(b) Impurity in crystal

If the atom is incorporated as a substitutional impurity in a

23
crystal, there are now of the order of 10 nuclei and electrons in a

crystal of average size and it is impossible to calculate the eigen-

functions and eigenenergies a priori. However for transition metal

impurities the situation may be simplified. If, for example, a

vanadium atom replaces zinc in zinc selenide, the two 4s electrons are

3
used for bonding. The 3d shell is retained and shielded to some extent

by the bonding electrons. The inner core orbitals are expected to

change even less in going from the free atom to the impurity because of

the even greater shielding. The shielding is less pronounced for more

covalent materials because of the larger amplitude of the lattice -wave

functions at the impurity site. Nevertheless a useful approach is to

treat the impurity as a free ion modified by its surroundings.
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Following Bethe (18) we assume that the impurity is subject to

an electrostatic field originating from the surrounding atoms. The

Hamiltonian for the impurity electrons consists of two terms, i. e.

(1.3)

Here, Hj, is the free-atom Hamiltonian giving rise to the Russell-
Saunders scheme, although the values of the terms will be different

from those of the free atom due to dielectric screening. is the

potential due to the surrounding ligands and possesses the symmetry of

the impurity lattice site. VCp lifts the degeneracy of the various LS
terms and causes mixing of the Slater determinantal wave functions.

The 3dn transition metal impurities can be treated in the so-called

weak crystalline field case, i.e. the crystal field is smaller than the

electron - electron interaction so that can be treated using per¬

turbation theory. L is still a fairly good quantum number and is

usually retained although the energy levels are better described by a

parameter based on the symmetry properties of the impurity site, viz.

the irreducible representations of the site symmetry group. The eigen-

energies are expressed in terms of the Racah parameters A, B, C and the

crystal field parameter, A . The crystal field splittings for the dn
configuration in tetrahedral co-ordination can be found from the energy

matrices given, for example, in the paper by McClure (19).

It should be noted that although the above approach is an extremely

useful one, it is a crude approximation to replace the crystal field by

an electrostatic potential. It is particularly favoured by experimen¬

talists because only a few parameters need be used in the interpretation

H = H„ + V CF
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of spectroscopic data. A better approximation is the molecular

orbital method in -which one builds up single particle orbitals in a

similar fashion to that used in band structure calculations. For the

specific case of a transition metal impurity, molecular orbitals are

constructed from d-orbitals and orbitals from nearest and next-nearest

neighbour atoms. Calculations rarely go beyond this cluster size.

Each d-orbital in a tetrahedral field splits into e and tg orbitals
which mix differently with the atomic orbitals. However if one

assumes that the radial part of both the d-orbitals is the same then

the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian reduce to the same number of

parameters as in the electrostatic crystal field case. Without this

assumption a more general molecular orbital approach always results in

more parameters than the experimental data can supply.

1.4 Energy Levels

(a) Energy level diagrams

If an electron is taken from the dn shell of a transition metal

impurity and put into the bottom of the conduction band leaving a d

configuration, the energy required for this is equal to the depth of

the level below the conduction band edge. As the d-shell is a highly

correlated many-electron system, the ionization energy depends on the

value of n and is thus a function of the two configurations n and n-1.

One formally defines the position of the level with respect to the con¬

duction band as the energy needed to remove an electron from the impurity

and place it in the conduction band far from the impurity. To avoid

ambiguity, the energy should be labelled accordingly, e.g. E (n, n-l).
A useful diagram which displays this information is shown in figure 1.1.

The diagonal lines show the charge exchange transitions, e.g. transition
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A shows an electron being removed from the valence band and placed

on the imparity which had n-1 electrons before the transition and n

electrons after. In transition D an electron is removed from an n+1

configuration leaving an n configuration. The advantage of such a

diagram is that it is possible to show excited states on the same

diagram. An excited state is one in which the electrons are rearranged

without change in number and so is characteristic of a particular

charge state. Transition B in figure 1.1, illustrated by the vertical

line, shows a transition to an excited state of the configuration with

n electrons.

A simple rule can be deduced from figure 1.1. If an impurity has m

stable charge states then m-1 levels must lie in the gap. For the

specific case illustrated in figure 1.1, three stable charge states

means that there are two levels in the gap.

(b) Energy level positions

To calculate E (n, n-l) requires calculating the energy of the

system with n electrons, E (dn) say, and then the energy of the system

with n-l electrons, E (dn 1). The difference, E (dn 1) - E (dn) gives

the ionization energy, E (n, n-l). (This assumes that the electron is

removed from the d-shell and not a bonding orbital.) Allen (20) has

suggested a scheme for calculating E (n, n-l) for the 3<ln transition

metal impurities. The ground state energies of an impurity in the dn
and d configurations are written down, e.g. for vanadium in tetra-

hedral co-ordination, we have for the weak crystal field case

3 3/
E(d ) = - 3U + 3A - 15B - ~

(1.4)
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E(d2) (1.5)

(Spin-orbit splitting has not been included because it is small

compared with the crystal field splitting.) The term in U comes from

the central core and the spherically symmetric part of the crystal

potential. The values of U, A, B, C and A depend not only on the

host semiconductor but on the impurity and its configuration. So,

strictly speaking, equation (1.4), for example, should be rewritten

as

The parameters B, C and A can be obtained spectroscopically, but U

and A cannot be found separately. However, Griffith (15) has shown

that for free ions the part of the ionization energy dependent on U and

A varies linearly with atomic number. Following Griffith, Allen has

suggested that this may also be true for the atom embedded in a crystal.

With the approximation that B, C and A are the same for all configura¬

tions in a given host, Allen has constructed E (dn ^) - E (dn) for the

transition metal impurities of the 3dn series. (The table is reproduced

in Appendix 1.1.)

If two ionization energies are known, this will fix the values of

$ and ri, where the linear variation of the energy has been written

as $ + (n-l) n . The remaining energies in the series can then be

calculated. Allen has done the calculations for GaAs and theory and

experiment are compared in figure 1.2. Vanadium and cobalt have been

fitted to obtain $ and B . The initial state is divalent but the

E(d3) = -3U(d3) + 3A(d3) - 15B(d3) - -y-(d3). (1.6)
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final configuration is unknown. Despite this the fit is good for

a first approximation calculation. As further experimental data on

the parameters are obtained, the theory can be refined. However, the

problem lies not so niich with finding B, C and A (there is already

much experimental information on these) but in determining the

ionization energies together with the configurations before and after

the transition. The test of this model, or indeed any model for pre¬

dicting ionization energies, relies on the unambiguous determination

of these three parameters. The number of cases where all three para¬

meters have been found is so few that up till now no model can really

be tested.

1.5 Photoionization

(a) Pure electronic transitions

The preceding sections have dealt with the energy levels of the

d-shell. This section deals with the optical cross-section for tran¬

sitions in which an electron or hole is removed from the d-shell to a

continuum. Such photoionization processes are widely studied as they

can give precise information about impurity energy levels and, in some

cases, about impurity wave functions and the host band structure

itself.

The optical cross-section for a transition is defined as the

probability per unit time per unit photon flux per atom or impurity

and is usually calculated in the dipole approximation from Fermi's

golden rule, viz.

w - irl<^ilHintkf>l2 P(E,dn). (i.
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We will be concerned mainly -with transitions in which an electron

is removed from the d-shell to the conduction band. Here and

are the initial and final electronic wave functions respectively,

p is the electron density of states, E is the electron energy

measured from the bottom of the conduction band and d Q is the solid

angle into which the electron is emitted. The perturbation term in

the Hamiltonian, represents the interaction of the electron with

the electromagnetic field and is given by

H. = - — A.p ,mt mc-- (lt8)

where A is the magnetic vector potential and p_ is the electron's

momentum. This leads to the following egression for d(hv)s

the photoionization cross-section,

a(hv) ^hv I<l^il^f>I P(E)* (l*9)

The assumption made here is that the material is optically isotropic.

The vector, f,is a unit vector in the electric field direction.

For a free atom, calculations of the cross-section require sophi¬

sticated many-body techniques. For an electron bound to an impurity in

a solid, however, very simple calculations usually give the correct

shape and magnitude of the cross-section for the following reason. The

wave function of a bound electron can be roughly divided into two parts :

an inner core region in which the wave function depends strongly on the

nature of the impurity or atom, and an outer region in which the wave

function decays with distance in some exponential manner with a

characteristic decay length a""\ The extent of the decay depends on
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the electron binding energy. The more tightly bound the electron,

the more rapid the decay. For a free atom, the binding energy is of

the order of 10 - 100 eV below the continuum. The decay is rapid and

the cross-section is dominated by the core region. Electron - electron

interaction in the final state makes the ionized electron's wave

fVinction very different from that of a free electron, resulting in a

cross-section whose shape is strongly dependent on the charge. For an

electron bound to an impurity in a solid, the binding energy is of

necessity less than the band-gap energy, so the wave ftmction tail may

extend over many lattice spacings. Allen (2l) has shown that for many

impurities in solids the major contribution to the cross-section comes

from this outer region. The situation is thus much simpler than that

for a free atom. In the outer region the impurity potential is weak

so that ipf may be approximated by a plane wave or a Bloch function.

The simplest model for an impurity in which the core makes a

negligible contribution to O but in which the impurity potential is

zero in the tail, is a delta-function potential. The initial wave

function is given by

For a plane wave final state and parabolic bands equation (1.9) then

becomes

*i " §F>
^ -ar

e

r (1.10)

(1.11)
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This formula was used by Lucovsky (22) who obtained a by extending

the dispersion relation for the conduction band to the impurity level,

i.e. by taking

(1.12)

*2 2ft a
_ F

2m* I

where E^ is the ionization energy. Equation (l.ll) then reduces to

(EI} 3/2
a(hv) (hV - E ) ' . (1.13)

(hv)

Relating a to the ionization energy via equation (1.12) is tantamount

to saying that the impurity wave function of equation (1.10) is made up

of continuum wave functions from only one band, in this case the

nearest conduction band. This is reasonable for levels near to the

band edge and explains why Lucovsky's model is successful for relatively

shallow levels. For example, indium in silicon (23) introduces a level

0.15 eV below the conduction band edge, which is shallow enough for the

contribution to the wave function to come from a single band but deep

enough for the Coulomb potential to be neglected. For many other

impurities equation (1.13) gives only a moderate fit and improvement

is necessary.

Allen (21) has obtained a more general expression for the cross-

section of which equations (l.ll) and hence (1.13) are particular

examples. If the final state is approximated by a plane wave then the

cross-section is given by
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2

a(hv)«|J|Fi(k)l2p(E)
where F^(k) is the Fourier transform of the initial bound state wave
function. For example, for the wave function of equation (1.10)

a'
=

.2 ,2. (1.15)
ir (a + k )

and equation (l.ll) is reproduced.

One might expect that to obtain the ionization energy from the

measured cross-section would require fitting to a calculated spectrum

using E^- and a as adjustable parameters. However, this is not always
2 1

necessary. Near threshold E oc k and p (E) a E2 and equation

(1.14) then becomes

3/2
a(hv)«^_ |F.(k)| . (ia6)

If F^(k) does not vary greatly over a range of k near threshold, then
over the corresponding energy range,

3/2
(hv - E )

ff(hv)« r——— • (1.17)hv

A plot of ( chv )3 versus , described throughout this thesis

as Allen's two-thirds plot, should give a straight line from which E^.
can be found. In many cases, measurements of the cross-section can only

be made over a small range of photon energies near threshold so the
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usefulness of such a behaviour is evident.

Allen has extended his calculations beyond the continuum model

to the case of a final wave modified by the lattice potential, i.e.

/

'ff = Uf (k,r)e1""". (1>18)

He has shown that if the initial state wave function is expressed as

a superposition of Bloch functions from one band of definite parity,

i.e.

rlf. " I A. (k)U.
1

* (1.19)

then, for parabolic bands

.E3/2 2
°<hV)hS- |A. (k) | (1.20)

provided that (k, r) has the same parity. For example, if ^ is
a superposition of Bloch functions from the conduction band minimum,

then equation (1.20) is valid for transitions to the conduction band. -

Over a small range of energies near threshold equation (1.17) is also

valid provided that A_^(k) does not vary greatly over the relevant k
range. If the reverse case holds, i.e. if U^, (k, r) has opposite parity
then cf(hv) has a different behaviour, which is to a good approxi¬

mation,

a(hV) °hV IV-^2 * (1.21)
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More generally, the imparity wave function contains contributions

from more than one band, i.e.

ip - - Z C Z A (k)U (k,r) e1-*— ,i
^ n k n n ^1.22J

and the corresponding cross-section will be a sum of terms of the type

given by equations (1.20) and (l.2l) together with interference terms.

A different approach to the above problem viz. that of expressing

the impurity wave function as a sum of contributions from many bands,

has been recently suggested by Allen (2l). Instead of using band Bloch

functions as a basis set with which to describe the impurity wave

function, a set of Bloch functions with pure imaginary k are used as

a basis, i. e.

'"i " z Dn«n<!v£Hi!s-A (1.23)
n

Here the k^ correspond to the impurity single-electron energy, Ee> As

kn is pure imaginary, equation (1.23) may be rewritten as

*i " Z Dn U n Ocn,r)e~V . (l>24)
n

Different values of a are associated with contributions from different

bands. The energy Eq is not the same as the impurity ionization energy

Ej, except for the case of single-electron impurities. The measured
energy E-j. includes electron — electron correlation terms (already dis¬
cussed earlier in this chapter). If these can be found from excited

state spectra, for example, then E could be found in principle. The
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could then "be obtained from the complex dispersion relationship.

In practice, the theory is not yet at the stage where it can give

more than a qualitative description of the impurity wave function.

However, such an approach iB an attractive one because a localised wave

function is more readily described in terms of a superposition of other

localised wave functions as in equation (1.24), than as a superposition

of delocalised functions as in equation (1.22). Furthermore, the

parameter an can easily be identified with the decay constant of the
impurity wave function, which determines the shape of the photo-

ionization cross-section far from threshold.

Other calculations of the cross-section have been reported in the

literature. Grimmeiss and Ledebo (24) modified Lucovsky's model by

substituting a "bound particle" mass for the effective mass in equation

(1.12). They also included the effect of non-parabolic and non-

spherical bands. Baltenkov and Grinberg's calculations (25) took the

charge state of the impurity centre into account. In the limiting case

of zero charge the ground state wave function reduced to Lucovsky's

wave function of equation (1.10). Haga (26) and Eagles (27) both con¬

sidered transitions from a Is Coulomb ground state to the conduction

band. Haga obtained equation (1.16) for transitions from a shallow

donor with F(k), the Fourier transform of the Is Coulomb state. Eagles

considered transitions from a shallow acceptor near the valence band.

His result was equation (l.2l) with the same Fourier transform. Bebb

and Chapman (28, 29) calculated the cross-section by constructing ground

state wave functions from experimentally determined energy eigenvalues

using the quantum defect method. Their model limits to the hydrogenic

model and Lucovsky's model for shallow and deep impurity centres

respectively.
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The wide range of cross-section calculations apparent in the

literature serves only to emphasize the lack of a general theory for

photoionization transitions at deep centres. The situation is compli¬

cated further because comparison between theory and experiment is

often difficult. Some deep level techniques such as photoconductivity,

for example, require careful checks to ensure that the measured signal

is proportional to the optical cross-section. Straightforward absorp¬

tion techniques may be hampered by problems of sensitivity. The major

experimental limitation is that the upper limit to the spectral range

is fixed by the band-gap of the host. Because of these drawbacks there

are few cases where the cross-section has been obtained over a suffi¬

ciently wide range that it can be compared with theory.

(b) Coupling to the lattice

An impurity in a solid is not stationary but oscillates about an

equilibrium position. The effect of this oscillation is to induce

oscillations in the neighbouring atoms, the magnitude and type of which

depend on the nature of the impurity and its charge state. Changes in

the charge state of the impurity, induced optically, can give rise to

changes in the vibrational pattern of the lattice. This coupling to -

the lattice may cause tUrther complications when interpreting cross-

section spectra.

This problem was first studied in detail by Huang and Rhys (30) who

developed a model for treating transitions between discrete energy

states when the impurity is coupled to the lattice. Since then it has

been extended to the case where transitions are between a discrete state

and a continuum. The situation is usually described in a single con-

figuration co-ordinate diagram shown in figure 1.3. The abcissa, q, is
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the normal co-ordinate corresponding to the mode of vibration. The

ordinate of the lower curve is the interaction potential arising from

electron - electron, electron - nuclear and nuclear - nuclear inter¬

actions when there are n electrons on the impurity. The vibrational

energies are discrete with values (N + •§■) hm if the potential energy

curve is approximated by a parabola. The family of upper curves repre¬

sents the interaction potential with n - 1 electrons on the impurity

and one free electron. As there is a continuum of free electron states

there are an infinite number of upper curves. Each upper curve gives

rise to quantized vibrational energies so there is a continuum of vibra¬

tional states. As the charge states n and n - 1 correspond to different

interactions between the impurity and crystal the minima of all the

curves do not necessarily lie at the same value of q. The curvatures

may also be different, i.e. coupling is to different modes. However,

for simplicity, it is often assumed that the impurity couples to the

same mode when it is in both charge states. It is also assumed that the

family of upper curves all have the same minimum. The vertical dis¬

placement of the family of upper curves relative to the lower curve is

the zero-phonon energy. This is the ionization energy of the impurity

in the absence of lattice coupling. However the appropriate energy

value for comparison with theoretical models for ionization energies

such as that presented in section 1.4(b) is the vertical energy on a

configuration co-ordinate diagram. This is shown as Eq^ in figure
1.3.

To calculate the photoionization cross-section for such a system

one requires the impurity wave function which will differ from those

given in the preceding section because of modifications introduced by
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the impurity's motion. The wave functions are usually calculated in

the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, i.e. the electrons adjust them¬

selves to the instantaneous positions of the nuclei as the crystal

vibrates whereas the nuclei experience an average potential due to the

electrons. This leads to wave functions of the form

y(r,R) = (r_,R)<J) (R) .

Here ip (r, R) is the pure electronic wave function which depends on

the electron co-ordinates r and the nuclear co-ordinates R. The func¬

tion <j> (R) is the nuclear wave function which does not contain the

electron co-ordinates explicitly. With wave functions of this form, the

total photoionization cross-section is a convolution of the pure elec¬

tronic spectrum (i.e. the spectrum to be expected in the absence of

lattice coupling) and a shape function determined by the vibrational

mode and the coupling strength. This latter parameter depends on the

overlap between initial and final vibrational states, i.e. on q-^ and

q£Q in figure 1.3. The shape function is a Poisson function which
approximates to a Gaussian if the mean number of phonons involved in

the transition is greater than 3 or 4, or if the temperature is high,

or both.

In theory, one could obtain the pure electronic part of the cross-

section from the total spectrum by a deconvolution procedure if the shape

function is known. The shape function can sometimes be found from the

low temperature spectrum if clear phonon structure is observed, e.g.

Monemar and Sarruelson (31> 32) have deduced the pure electronic part of

the cross-section from the luminescence spectrum of oxygen in GaP at

(1.25)
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liquid helium temperature. Another way of finding the shape function

and hence the pure electronic cross-section is from measurements of the

total cross-section over a wide range of temperatures. This has been

done successfully by both Kaminska et al (33) and Samuelson and Monemar

(34).

Many theoretical models for photoionization treat only the purely

electronic part of the cross-section, so in comparing theory with

experiment phonon coupling often introduces an unwanted complication.

However Noras (35) has shown that if phonon coupling is present an Allen

two-thirds plot of the measured cross-section will still give a straight

line over part of the near-threshold region. Some of the lowest energy

points will lie off the line constituting a 'phonon tail'. The inter¬

cept value in this case is which may be considerably larger than

the zero-phonon energy if coupling is strong. The difference between

the two is a measure of the strength of the lattice coupling.
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APPENDIX 1.1

n E(dn'-b - E(dn)

1 $ + 3/5 A

2 $ + n + 8B + 3/5 A

3 $ + 2n + 7B - 3/5 A

4 $ + + 6B - 1/5 A

5 $ + A-n + 1AB - 2/5 A

6 $ + 5n - 7C + 3/5 A

7 $ + 6n - 7C + SB + 3/5 A

8 $ + 7 n
- 10 + 7B - 3/5 A

9 ! $ + 8p - 7C + 6B - 1/5 A

10 $ + 9n - 7C + 14B - 2/5 A

Energy differences between the dn and dn configurations in

the approximation that the crystal field parameters are constant.

The terras in $ + (n - l)N are the linear terms from the spherically

symmetrical interaction.
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CHAPTER 2

DEEP LEVEL KINETICS

2.1 Introduction

This chapter contains a theoretical outline of some of the physical

processes and parameters relevant to the experimental results presented

in this thesis. Further theoretical treatments can be found in the

articles by Grimmeiss (36) and Bah (37). As the emphasis in this pro¬

ject is on optical cross-section and trap depth measurements the analysis

will be concerned mainly with these parameters. A discussion of the

effect of changes in deep level occupation on diode depletion region

capacitance is given in the first section and the rest of the chapter is

devoted to the deep level kinetics themselves.

2.2 Depletion Region Capacitance

The treatment throughout is for an n-type Bchottky diode with

negligible interfacial layer between metal and semiconductor. (The

extension to p-type material is straightforward.)

Consider a Schottky barrier made on an n-type semiconductor con- -

taining shallow donors per unit volume and, for simplicity, only a

single deep trap of concentration N^. The energy level diagram is shown
in figure 2.1.

In thermal equilibrium,centres lying below the Fermi level, E„,
r

will be filled and those lying above, empty. We make the assumption

which is a good one in practice that < N^. In this case the deple¬
tion region dark capacitance, C^,is given by
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C. ke0A (2.1)D wp

where

(2.2)

Here oo
^ is. the depletion region width in the dark, K is the static

dielectric constant, A is the area of the Schottky contact and is

the barrier height.

Now consider the action of light on the depletion region. Suppose

the effect of the illumination is to decrease the trapped electron con¬

centration, i.e. there is a net transfer of electrons to the conduction

band where they are swept out by the internal field. Suppose that the

change in charge density at x is -dn(x) where x is the distance into the

depletion region from the origin at the depletion region edge. Here

n(x) is the number density of filled centres at x. This change will

be compensated partly by bulk electrons moving into the depletion region

at the edge, decreasing the width and hence increasing the capacitance,

and partly by a rearrangement of electrons in the metal which will have

no effect on the capacitance. The compensating charge induced at the

depletion region edge by the incremental change -dn(x) is Adn( x) [ oo^-x]
For a change in space charge density over the entire deple¬

tion region the total induced charge at the depletion region edge is

[ (jJp-x]
A/ dn(x) —— dx .

HD
o
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But the total charge induced at the edge is just AN^dw where dw is
the change in width. Therefore

[ Ujj-TX]
A Nd dw = A/ dn(x) —— dx.

Now if the trap concentration is uniform over the depletion region,

which is a good assumption for the diodes used in this project, and if

the change in concentration of empty traps with time is independent of

x, then equation (2.3) becomes
2

. „ ,
_ Adn

D " 2 *

Therefore

dm
_ dn
~

2NI
(2.4)

Now for small capacitance changes

dC
_ _ du)

CD "D ' ' (2.5)

Hence dC a dn, i.e. for small changes the change in trapped electron

population is proportional to the change in capacitance. From equations

(2.4) and (2.5) one has

C dn
dC =

"%" (2.6)

where the minus sign shows that a decrease in trapped electron concentra¬

tion gives rise to an increase in capacitance. Thus dC has the same time
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variation as dn. In section 2.9 it will be shown that the rate of

emptying of traps with time is not uniform over the depletion region

due to a filling effect at the depletion region edge. This causes the

initial part of the capacitance transient to have a complicated form

fron which no information can readily be obtained. The final part of

the capacitance transient, however, is due to changes in that part of

the depletion region which is free from the filling effect and in which

the above considerations do apply, viz. the time variations of dC and

dn are the same.

The rest of the chapter will be concerned with deep level kinetics.

Again the treatment is for an n-type Schottky barrier system. For sim¬

plicity we will consider first the case of a single deep level.

2.3 Single Deep Level in the Upper Half of the Gap

Suppose the deep trap has concentration and is at a depth

below the conduction band edge. The energy diagram is shown in figure

2.2.

Suppose now that monochromatic light of energy hV , where

E - ^ -C. hV < E , illuminates the depletion region. The charge
transfer transitions shown arrowed in figure 2.3 may occur.

(1) represents the optical hole emission transition,

(2) represents the optical electron emission transition,

(3) represents the thermal hole emission transition,

© represents the thermal electron emission transition.

Note the absence of carrier, capture which is an important feature of a

depleted region. Let n(t) be the concentration of filled levels at
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time t. Then

© (3) © @
dnj^~ e°p ^NT ~ + ep ^NT ~ " n^en (2.7)

where

is the optical hole emission rate constant,

e*" is the thermal hole emission rate constant,
P

e° is the optical electron emission rate constant,

e1" is the thermal electron emission rate constant,
n

The thermal emission rate constants are introduced, here as

phenomenological parameters. From a microscopic point of view one must

integrate the transition rates to the conduction or valence band, suit¬

ably weighted by the B'oltzmann factor, over the conduction or valence

band, to obtain the thermal electron or hole emission rate constants,

respectively.

From equation (2.7) we have that

= ~n(t) [ e° + e° + efc + e1" ] + N„ [ e° + e1"].dt pnpn Tpp

Equation (2.8) is a linear differential equation whose solution contains

an exponential with time constant given by

= 1T
r O O t t.I e + e + e + el r o q\
pnpn
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The capacitance transient also contains an exponential with the same

time constant. No information can be obtained about the separate

emission rate constants from this general case.

2.4 Low Temperatures

At temperatures sufficiently low that the rates of transitions

© and © in figure 2.3 are negligible (for some levels these rates

may be negligible even at room temperature) equation (2.8) reduces to

^(t) = -n(t) [e° + e°] + e°] (2>10)

the solution of which contains another exponential with time constant

given by

T =

+ # (2.11)

At steady state the rate of transition © equals the rate of transition

©, i.e.

e° [ N - n ] = n e°
p T oo co n

where the suffix ,00' denotes steady state values, i.e. the values when

t = oo Therefore

N e°
T p

n = L .
o°

. °. 0 i[ e_ + e_ J
n P (2.13)
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If the deep level is first completely filled in the dark, e.g. by

applying a forward bias for a short time, the initial concentration

of filled traps is just SLn, the trap concentration, so the increase in

empty centres obtained when the level population reaches steady state

after first being completely filled is - n ^ , where

N_ - n = N -
T 0° T r o , o,[ e„ + eJ / Nn P (2.14)

N e °
Tn

r o o ■»[ e + e ]
n p

Fran equation (2.6) the corresponding increase in capacitance which we

may write as (C ^ - G^), where is the initial capacitance when the
levels are completely filled in the dark, is given by

c _c .-3> ,
- D 2ND [e° + e°]

n p

r r - C°Nt £n . , ,1-e- c« D 2N ' r 0 °i C2-1?)
n ep

o o
If the quantities and are known both en and ep can be
determined from equations (2.1l) and (2.15), i.e. from the rate of the

capacitance change and the steady state magnitude. The shallow donor

concentration, N^, can be obtained from the reverse bias capacitance-
voltage characteristic. The trap concentration, N^,, however is usually
not known, but for a level in the upper half of the gap it can be found

from the method outlined in the following section.
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2.5 Restricted. Enerp.y Range of Illumination

For the case of the single deep level in .the upper half of the gap,

experimental conditions exist which enable e° to be found directly

from one measurement for some energies of illumination. If one restricts

the energy of the monochromatic illumination to E,„ hV E - EL,,i S

then only transition (2) of figure 2.3 is energetically possible. Thus

we have

dn(t) _ .o
—r~ n(t; e .dt n (2.16)

The solution of this equation is an exponential with time constant given

by

T - 1
e
n

° (2.17)

The capacitance at time t, C(t), is thus given by

c(«, - <c. - cD) [ i - ♦ cD (2a8)

where T is given by equation (2.17). Moreover, if the level is first

completely filled in the dark, e.g. by a forward bias and then emptied

under illumination, it will be completely empty at steady state. The

total capacitance change, Cm - C^, is obtained from equation (2.6),
i. e.

C -Cn _ (n«, ~ V
—— ~ 2N

CD D (2.19)
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But n =0 and = N . Therefore

C« " CD NT
(2-20)

As can easily "be found from reverse bias capacitance-voltage

measurements this presents a powerful method for determining both the

electron photoionization cross-section and trap concentration.

2.6 Single Deep Level in the Middle or Lower Half of the Gap

The energy level diagram for this case is shown in figure 2.2+-.

The considerations outlined in the last section cannot apply here

because E - E^ E_ so there is no energy range over which transitionS •*. i

© of figure 2.3 can occur without transition (l) occurring simultane¬

ously. Light in the energy range Ef1 hv E will cause both
t S

transitions (l) and (g) to occur and at low temperatures equations

(2.10) - (2.15) will describe the kinetics. In this case, however,
o o

neither e nor e can be found unless Nrn is known from an indepen-
n p T

dent method, e.g. spectrochemical analysis. The electron emission rate

constant in relative units can, however, be found from equations (2.1l)

and (2.15), i.e.

C " C_
00 D cdnt

2 nd '

Wn
2 N.

D

n

r o o.L e + e ]
n p

r O O.[ e + e ]
n p (2.21)

. . e =
n

- V 2 N.
D

cdnt (2.22)
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For a level in the lower half of the gap the optical hole

emission rate constant can be found from a different type of experiment.

If one first illuminates the depletion region with light of energy

greater than E^,, then at steady state some fraction, f, of the level
will be emptied. If the light is removed and the temperature is suffi¬

ciently low, this fraction of emptied levels will be unaltered in the

dark. If the depletion region is then illuminated with light in the

range E - E hV < \ then only transition (1) of figure 2.31 g J-

will occur with rate equation

dn(t)
_ o . ...

dt p ( T ~ n( ^ (2.1

whose solution is an exponential with time constant given by

T ~ "T ' (2.24)
e

P

It is usually simpler, however, to study levels which are in the lower

half of the gap by using p-type material where possible.

2.7 General Case of Many Levels

The case of a single deep level in the band gap is a rare one.

Where more than one level exists the total change in the population of

the levels is the sum of the changes for each level, i.e.

N dn.(t) N
Z — = - Z { n.(t) [e° + e° + e + et ]

i-1 dt i-1 1 Pi ni pi ni
(2.25)

+ N t e° + eP ] }T. p. p.
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where the summation is over the N deep levels, the suffix 'i' denoting

parameters for the ith deep level. A similar summation will occur in

the expression for the total capacitance change.

This general situation is difficult to interpret but in some cases

simplifications can be made, e.g. if one level has a predominantly-

higher concentration than the others, then in steady state photo-

capacitance measurements the largest contribution will be from that

level. Transient measurements, however, are much less useful, e.g. when

many levels with widely differing transition rates empty simultaneously,

only the fastest and slowest time constants will be resolved with any

accuracy from the capacitance transient and these changes may be due to

levels in relatively small concentrations. In some cases, shallower

lying levels may be emptied optically before deeper ones are studied.

2.8 Photoionization Cross-Sections

The electron and hole optical emission rate constants are related

to the electron and hole photoionization cross-section respectively by

the photon flux, i. e.

o
e

CT° = —
n ~ <f> (2.26)

and

(2.27)

0 0
where O^ and 0^ are the electron and hole photoionization cross-
sections respectively and <j> is the photon flux.
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2. 9 Thermal Filling at Depletion. Region Edge

The above treatment relies on the assumption that only transi¬

tions (l) to @ of figure 2.3 occur. In reality a further filling

mechanism is possible which complicates the analysis. At all but the

lowest temperatures, bulk electrons in the conduction band, will diffuse

thermally into the depletion region against the electric field and may

be captured by the levels. This capture process is spatially variant,

being more marked at the edge of the depletion region and decreasing

with distance into it. The capture depends on, among other things, the

temperature, bulk electron concentration and trap capture cross-section.

It has the effect of introducing a fast initial rise into the capacitance

transient which is damped out as t —> 00 and is more pronounced for the

longer time constants. Although this situation is difficult to treat

mathematically, an indication of the solution is given.

Consider the simple case in which transitions CD, © and © of

figure 2.3 are absent. The thermal excitation of bulk electrons into

the depletion region and their subsequent capture is shown by the arrow,

labelled by (5), in figure 2.5.

Let x be the distance into the depletion region from the origin at

the depletion region edge. Then

where c is the capture coefficient and "^(x) is "the number density of
electrons in the conduction band in the depletion region. The number

density of filled traps, n, is now a function of x as well as t. Wow

(x,t) = [Nt - n(x,t)]ndr(x)c-n(x,t)e°
(2.28)

n, (x) = n exp
dr o

-1 e | AV
kT

(2.29)
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where n is the concentration of electrons in the conduction band in
o

the bulk and Av is shown in figure 2. 5.

As the conduction band energy in the depletion region has a

parabolic profile to a good approximation, we may write

V2
AV = b

w2 (2.30)

8n o '6'Vbx2
. *. — (x,t) = -n(x,t)e + [ N_-n(x,t)] cn exp( )3t n T o kTul

|e|v K2 |e|Vbx2
- -n(x,c)[ e° + cnoexp(-—^r)]+NT[cno exp(- kI„2 51 *

To calculate the change in depletion region width and hence the change in

capacitance due to this space charge change one could in principle use

equations (2.3) and (2.3l). In practice this may not be possible

analytically and is only possible numerically if the parameters c, n^,

N^,, etc. are known. However equation (2.31) does show that at the
depletion region edge the emptying rate constant is a maximum, i.e.

( e° + cn ) and decreases with distance into the depletion region
no

until at the metal-semiconductor barrier the emptying rate constant is
| e | V,

( e° + on exp( ) ). For ZnSe at 77K, taking V, = 1.4V for a
n o ^ kT | | „ bI e |v

gold Schottky contact (38), exp( —) exp(-211) and for GaAs
leK

at 77K, taking = 0.9 eV for a gold Schottky contact (39), exp(

rexp (-136). Thus at and near the metal-semiconductor barrier the

o

emptying rate is en to an excellent approximation. As the capacitance
change per unit time reflects the emptying rate the largest contribution

to the initial capacitance transient will be from the region near x = 0,
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i.e. the region with the largest emptying rate. This initial capaci¬

tance transient will not be an exponential. As time increases the

contribution from the part of the depletion region near x = 0 decreases

until as t —^ 00, only the part of the depletion region near x = w

empties and it does so with time constant given by

T = !_ . (2.32)
o

e
n

This thermal edge capture process means that at steady state under

illumination the level will not be entirely emptied. The smaller the

optical electron emission rate constant the greater the concentration

of levels which will be refilled. Thus to minimise the effect due to

thermal edge refilling one must work at low temperatures and with photon
|e V.x2

o , 1 1 b
fluxes sufficiently high that e » cn exp (.- =— )n ° kTm

over a large range of x.

Some workers, e.g. Bois et al (AO) attempt to simplify the experi¬

mental procedure by using the initial part of the capacitance transient

but it is clear from the above analysis that this is incorrect.
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CHAPTER 3

DEVICE PREPARATION

3.1 Introduction

The impurity doping techniques together with the methods of ohmic

and Schottky contact formation done by me are described in this chapter.

The host materials were zinc selenide and gallium phosphide. (The

gallium arsenide material described in Chapter 8 was grown and made into

diodes at R.S.R.E. Baldock.)

ZINC SELENIDE HOST

3. 2 Treatment in Molten Zinc

Polycrystalline zinc selenide had been grown from the powder by

the vapour transport method by other workers in this laboratory. It was

used as starting material for the diffusion of the transition metal

impurity. Although aluminium was usually added during growth the resul¬

ting material had a high resistivity. To render it conducting, the

material was heated for approximately 2A hours in molten zinc at J60°C
in the following way. ZnSe slices were etched in a bromine in methanol

solution described in section ^.11 and loaded with a known weight of

zinc (usually 3 @n) into a silica tube, typical dimensions of which are

shown in figure J>.1. End B was sealed, the tube evacuated and end A was

sealed while the tube was still being pumped out. One end of the tube

was maintained at a temperature typically 100 Centigrade degrees higher

than the other in a sloping furnace shown schematically in figure 3.2.

This arrangement ensured a constant flow of liquid metal in the tube.
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The zinc boiled at the hot end and condensed at the cool end and was

continually refluxed. At the end of the diffusion the tube was quenched

by cooling in air at room temperature.

The molten zinc is thought to remove residual impurity acceptors

present in ZnSe (4-1, 4-2) as well as filling zinc vacancies. After such

a treatment in a zinc bath, ZnSe has a resistivity of typically

1 ^ cm.

3. 3 Incorporation of Impurities by Diffusion

The diffusion technique is similar to that described in section 3.2

viz. ZnSe slices were loaded together with known weights of zinc and the

transition metal dopant into a silica tube which was evacuated and

sealed. The heat treatment was identical to that described in section

3.2 with the exception that different temperatures and heating times were

used. Particulars for the different diffusions are given in table 3.1.

Most of the ZnSe slices which were doped with impurities in this way had

initially undergone the zinc treatment described in the preceding section

to give the desired n-type behaviour. In the impurity diffusion the con¬

centration of the transition metal in the zinc bath was such that the

resulting concentration of impurities in the ZnSe was not so high as to

lower the conductivity of the material appreciably.

3.4- Cutting and Polishing

Diodes were usually made on dice approximately 2 mm cube cut from

the ZnSe slices with a circular carborundum saw. Before electrical con¬

tacts were made the dice were lapped with 6 ^ diamond paste and finished

by polishing with jewellers' rouge or cerium oxide paper.
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3.5 Ohmic Contacts

Polished dice were first etched in a bromine in methanol solution

(see section 3.ll). To remove the surface selenium left by this etch

the dice were soaked in carbon disulphide for approximately 30 minutes

at room temperature. Small iridium dots were alloyed to one face of

each die by maintaining the die at constant temperature for approximately

30 seconds and then cooling rapidly. This procedure was carried out in

an inert atmosphere of 1Q& Hg and JCP/o Ng. Temperatures of between
approximately 250°C and 350°C gave identical results. Typical current-

voltage characteristics between contacts made in this way are shown in

figure 3.3.

3.6 Schottky Contacts

After the ohmic contacts had been alloyed to one face of each die,

a Schottky contact was made on the opposite face. The bromine in methanol

etch was used first. To minimise the thickness of the ZnO layer left by

this etch, various further etches were tried. The one finally adopted

was a hot caustic soda etch described in section 3.12 and was used in

the preparation of all ZnSe Schottky diodes. Each die was then placed

under a mask with a circular hole of diameter 1 mm through which gold was

evaporated in a semi-transparent layer under a vacuum better than 10 ^
torr. Typical current-voltage characteristics of Schottky diodes made

in this way are shown in figures 3.4 and 3.5. The capacitance-voltage

plots of the same diodes gave intercepts of 1.5V arid 1.6V respectively

compared with approximately 1.4V (38) for an ideal (i.e. no oxide layer)

diode, showing that most of the oxide had been removed by the caustic

soda etch.
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GALLIUM PHOSPHIDE HOST

3.7 Incorporation of Impurities by Diffusion

Melt-grown n-type gallium phosphide, grown "by the liquid encapsu-

17 -3
lated Czochralski technique and containing 10 cm shallow donors,

was supplied by Metal Research Limited. It was used as the starting

material for the impurity diffusions, both of which were carried out

by Dr. J. M. Noras. The general technique is described first and the

particulars are summarised in table 3.2.

Each GaP slice was first etched in a bromine in methanol solution

and then coated on one face with metal evaporated under vacuum. It was

then held under vacuum at constant temperature between two silica tubes

shown schematically in figure 3*6. The inner tube was sealed to the

outer at point A. Such an arrangement minimises temperature gradients

and prevents dissociation of the GaP. At the end of the diffusion the

tube was quenched by plunging into cold water.

3.8 Cutting and Polishing

Electrical contacts were made on the slices themselves without first

cutting into dice. The lapping and polishing procedure was identical -to

that for Zn3e.

3.9 Ohmic Contacts

Polished slices were first etched in a bromine in methanol solution.

Small indium/tin contacts (6Q?o indium, 4Q& tin) were alloyed to one face

of each slice by heating under vacuum to temperatures near 600°C for

approximately 5 minutes. Typical current-voltage characteristics between

contacts made in this way are shown in figure 3.7.
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3.10 Schottky Contacts

After ohmic contacts had been alloyed to one face of each slice,

a Schottky contact was made on the opposite face. A bromine in methanol

etch was used and gold dots evaporated in the same way as that used for
✓

ZnSe Schottky diodes. The current-voltage characteristics of the two

diodes made in this way are shown in figures 3.8 and 3»9»

ETCHES

3.11 Bromine in Methanol Etch

A 2^ minute soak in freshly made up 1% bromine in methanol solution

at room temperature, followed by a thorough rinse in pure methanol. If

ZnSe is etched in this way, zinc oxide and selenium are left on the

surface.

3.12 Hot Caustic Soda Etch

A 5 minute soak in freshly made up 50% NaOH solution at 50°C, followed

by a thorough rinse in deionized water.



Table3.1

DetailsoftheimpuritydiffusionsforZnSe
Diode

(Nd-Na)ofthe startingmaterial whereknown (cm

Compositionof metalbath

Temperature ofbath(°C)
Durationof diffusion

(Nd-Na)ofthe resultingmaterial whereknown(cm7)

A1

7gmZn
0.7gmA1 0.9gmCr

960

5days

if.52x1017

A2

1.27x1018

5.9gmZn 1.0gmCr

950

Adays16hrs.

A3

5.20gmZn 0.52gmA1 3.0gmCr

1000

4days15hrs.

1ft

1.02x10

A4

5x1017

6.25gmZn 1.0gnCr

VO

o

2days19hrs.

B1

Approx.10"*"8

5.0gmZn 3.0gmNi

960

1day2hrs.
3.43x1017

B5

5.0gmZn 0.8gmA1
,0.3gmNi

960



Table3.2

DetailsofthenickeldiffusionsforGaP
Diode

Temperatureofdiffusion(°C)
Derationofdiffusion

CI

1140

24hours

C2

1250

24-hours
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CHAPTER 4

THB PHOTOCAPACI'PANCE TECHNIQUE : EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

4.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the capacitance bridge and experimental

arrangement used for photocapacitance measurements. The types of

experiments done are outlined and the bridge calibration procedure and

results obtained by me during this project are described.

4.2 Diode Equivalent Circuit

A diode with a low leakage current may be represented by the equi¬

valent circuit shown in figure 4.1. Ps is the series resistance which

depends solely on the conductivity and geometry of the bulk material.

C is the combined depletion region and oxide layer capacitance. For the

diodes used for photocapacitance measurements, the capacitance-voltage

plots gave intercepts which were not much greater than the ideal values,

showing the oxide layer to be relatively thin. Thus the measured diode

capacitance was, to a good approximation, that of the depletion region

alone.

4.3 Capacitance Bridge

Photocapacitance measurements were made with a transformer unity

ratio arm bridge especially designed and constructed for diode capaci¬

tance measurements by Mr. M. D. Ryall and Mr. H. A. T. Cairns. The

bridge circuit diagram is shown in figure 4.2. The diode under investi¬

gation was placed in one arm. The opposite arm contained variable

capacitors and series and parallel resistors. The maximum setting of

the parallel resistance was 1M . All measurements reported here were
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made with the variable parallel resistor disconnected. Thus the

bridge ana mirrored the diode equivalent circuit of figure 4.1 so that

in theory the diode capacitance and series resistance could be read

directly at balance. In practice, stray capacitance in the bridge and

cables altered the balance point slightly. The impressed signal was

at a frequency of 400 Khz with a peak-peak magnitude of 330 mV. This

was reduced by the bridge transformer to 33 raV peak-peak. The bridge

also contained provision for forward and reverse biassing the diode.

All photocapacitance measurements reported here were made in a

darkroom. Two types of measurements were made, steady state and tran¬

sient measurements.

4.4 Steady State Measurements

These were usually made in the following way. First, the bridge

was balanced in the dark and the diode dark capacitance noted. The

depletion region was then illuminated with monochromatic light causing

the capacitance to change. When steady state was reached under illu¬

mination the bridge was rebalanced and the final capacitance noted. The

illumination was removed, the diode was returned to its original state

in the dark, usually by applying a forward bias for a short time, and

the procedure repeated for light of a different wavelength.

4.5 Transient Measurements

To monitor the change in photocapacitance with time one could in

principle balance the bridge at equal time intervals and read off the

capacitance. Such a method is tedious and leads to error, particularly

with the faster transients. A more satisfactory method is first to

balance the bridge in the dark, illuminate the depletion region and allow
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the bridge to come off-balance. The off-balance voltage (OBV) across

the detector is then monitored with time. Provided the OBV is propor¬

tional to the capacitance change, the OBV transient will have the same

time dependence as the capacitance transient. For the diodes used in

photocapacitance measurements, the changes under illumination were

almost pure capacitance changes, so the latter method of measuring time

constants was more convenient. The procedure for calibrating the OBV

against capacitance change is described in section 4.6. Transient

measurements were made in a point-by-point manner, similar to that des¬

cribed for steady state measurements, viz. the diode was returned to its

original state before illumination by the next wavelength of light. This

procedure of returning a sample to its initial condition before subsequent

measurements are made, has not always been followed by other workers.

In some photoexcited electron spin resonance work (43-4-5) a continual

light scan is made. In this case the deep level occupancy changes in

such a way that the signal obtained is not proportional to the transi¬

tion rate.

4.6 Bridge Calibration

To check that the OBV across the detector was proportional to the-

capacitance change, the diode equivalent circuit shown in figure 4.1

was connected in the bridge arm in place of the diode and the following

experiment done. The resistance, Rs, was arbitrarily fixed at 51 ft.

C was a variable capacitor of approximately lOOOpF whose value was

changed by equal increments and the corresponding OBV monitored. This

was repeated for different detector sensitivities and different capa¬

citance ranges. Typical results are shown in figure 4.3. For complete¬

ness, this calibration procedure was repeated with the diode equivalent
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circuit shown in figure 4.4. The results obtained with Rp values of

1M and 500K are shown in figures 4.5 and 4.6 respectively. In

all cases the OBV varied linearly with capacitance change over the

ranges investigated.

4.7 Bridge Sensitivity

The smallest capacitance change measurable on the bridge was

limited by the signal-noise ratio. The peak-peak noise, with a typical

diode in the bridge arm, varied with amplification and detector sensi¬

tivity. The minimum peak-peak noise obtained corresponded to a capaci¬

tance change of 8 x 10 ^ pF. For a ZnSe Schottky diode with a Schottky
l6 —

contact diameter of 1 mm and shallow donor concentration of 10 cm ,

a total capacitance change of 8 x 10 ^ pP would be produced by the
12 -5

emptying of impurity levels of concentration 10 cm . Changes due to

levels in concentrations less than this would not be resolved. For a

GaAs Schottky diode with the same contact area and shallow donor concen¬

tration, the limiting trap concentration capable of detection is

7 x 1011 cm""5.

4.8 Experimental Method

Figure 4.7 shows the experimental arrangement used for photo-

capacitance measurements. For liquid nitrogen and roan temperature

measurements a 50W tungsten-halogen source was used with a Bausch and

Lorob high intensity monochromator. For liquid helium work a 250W light

source and a Spex 1670 Minimate monochromator were used. With the mirror

in position A, the beam was focussed onto a Hilger-Schwartz thermopile

which measured the energy flux. With the mirror in position B, the beam

was focussed onto the gold dot of the diode. The diode was mounted with
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the gold dot (for Schottky diodes) under a spring contact and with the

opposite face in contact with a copper finger attached to a cold reser¬

voir. The diode mounting arrangement is shown schematically in figure

4.8. Leads from the spring clip and copper finger were taken from the

cryostat to the bridge. A piece of the cryostat window material was

placed in front of the thermopile receiver to make the optical paths

to the thermopile and diode the same. With this arrangement the thermo¬

pile measures the energy flux at the gold face outside the depletion

region, because the energy flux in the depletion region itself depends

on scattering inside the sample and is a function of the sample

geometry.

Where absolute values of energy flux in the depletion region itself

were required, a different experimental arrangement was used. An opaque

gold Schottky contact was made on a thin wafer of material and the diode

mounted with the gold contact flush with the cold finger, and the ohmic

contact under the spring clip. Near parallel light was made to fall onto

the diode, illuminating the depletion region through the material. This

is shown schematically in figure 4.9.

Incident light of photon flux <j) undergoes multiple reflections

inside the material. Let R be the reflection coefficient of the semi-
m

conducting material and R^ the reflection coefficient of gold. We make
the assumption that a d <C<41, where a is the absorption coefficient

and d is the thickness of the wafer. The resultant photon flux at the

gold, (J) , is given by
O

<p = <J> [ 1 - R. + (1 - R ) R + (1 - R ) R R ] .
g o m m g m g m
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/. 6=6 <1-V<1 + V ^
g g

1 - R R
g m

As we have assumed virtually zero absorption, equation (4.1) gives an

upper limit to the photon flux in the depletion region. With only one

reflection at the gold-semiconductor interface, the expression for <J>
g

becomes

<j) - <j> [1-R +(1- R)R„ ]Tg Yo m m g

••• 4>g - *0<i - y» + y ■
(V.2)

Equation (4.2) gives a lower limit to the photon flux at the gold.

The reflection coefficient for normal incidence is given by

R . (4. J)
(n+1) + k

where n is the refractive index and k, the extinction coefficient.

Equation (4.2) thus relates the measured photon flux, (p , to the

photon flux in the depletion region itself, (J) .
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CHAPTER. 5

ZnSe ; Cr

5.1 Introduction

Chromium as a free atom has an outer electron configuration
5 1

3d 4s . Chromium as a zinc substitutional impurity in ZnSe contributes

its 4s and one 3d electron to bonding orbitals. Thus the 3d111 configu¬

ration is that in which chromium is neutral with respect to the lattice,

and it gives rise to electron paramagnetic resonance (46) and absorp¬

tion spectra (47, 48) and luminescence spectra (49, 50 ) which are

characteristic of internal transitions within this configuration.

5
Chromium in ZnSe in the 3d charge state has also been observed in

epr both in the dark and under photoexcitation (50 - 54). These two

stable charge states of chromium suggest that there should be one level

in the forbidden gap (see section 1.4a). However, with the exception of

the work by Kaminska et al (33) there is little unambiguous evidence for

the position of this level and its associated charge configurations.

In this chapter we report measurements made on ZnSe : Cr which give

information about this level and its configurations. Two types of

measurements were made, optical viz. photocapacitance and electrical.

The experiments and their results are described first. The results are

then discussed and the conclusions summarised at the end of the chapter.
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OPTICAL EXPERIMENTS

5.2 Preliminary Measurements

Chromium was diffused into n-type conducting ZnSe in four separate

diffusions in concentrations sufficiently low that the doped material

was still conducting. The details of the diffusions are given in table

3.1. Diodes Al, A2, A3 and A4 were made from the resulting material.

Before accurate experiments were attempted, preliminary photo-

capacitance measurements were made to see what levels were present in

the forbidden gap. Increases in capacitance with monochromatic illumin¬

ation in the range approximately 0.6 - 1.4 eV were seen at roan temper¬

ature, corresponding to electrons being transferred to the conduction

band. The threshold for these transitions was near 0.6 eV. As the

band-gap of ZnSe at 30QA is 2.705 eV (55) this suggests at least one

level in the upper half of the gap.

5.3 Photoionization Cross-Section Measurements

The electron photoionization cx'oss-section spectrum for the level

near 0.6 eV was obtained at liquid nitrogen temperature in-the following

way. All levels were first filled in the dark by applying a forward .

bias of 1.5^ for several minutes. Further applications of the forward

bias produced no detectable change in the zero-bias dark capacitance

showing that all levels were almost completely filled. After the forward

bias was switched off the dark capacitance remained constant, i.e. there

was no thermal emptying of levels. The bridge was then balanced, mono¬

chromatic light was shone onto the diode and the off-balance voltage

(OBV), corresponding to an increase in capacitance, recorded. At the

end of the illumination the levels v;"ere refilled under forward bias in
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the dark and the pi-ocedure repeated for another wavelength of mono¬

chromatic light. The initial part of each OBV transient was a fast

non-exponential rise whereas the latter part of the trace was exponen¬

tial. This is the expected behaviour for a level which is being

refilled at the depletion region edge (see section 2.9). The time

constant of the exponential part of the trace was found using

Mangelsdorf's method (56). This method enables the time constant of an

exponential to be found without knowledge of the final steady state

value. A graph of alternate signal strength measurements at regular

time intervals r is plotted (i.e. on an x-y plot, a reading at time t

is plotted against a reading at time t + T ). The gradient of the
T

straight-line graph obtained (for exponential behaviour) is exp -rj—

where T is the required time constant. For T < T the gradient—^

1, increasing the error in the calculated value of T. Y/here possible,

T was chosen to be roughly the same as T. Two OBV traces and their

respective Mangelsdorf plots are shown in figures 5.1, 5.2, 5.5 and 5.4.

Figures 5.2 and 5.4 show clearly the exponential nature of the final part

of the trace. The time constants, found from the straight-line parts of

the plots, are 106.0s and 18.1s for figures 5.2 and 5.4, respectively.

As the level in the upper half of the gap was illuminated with

monochromatic light whose energy was restricted to the range -<6. hv

< ECT - K, at temperatures sufficiently low that thermal emissionS 1

rates were negligible, the kinetics described in section 2.5 apply, i.e.

the optical electron emission rate constant is related to the time con¬

stant by equation (2.17). The photoionization cross-section for each

wavelength of light was then found in relative units from equation (2.26)

after the relative photon fluxes had been measured. Absolute values were
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obtained by making an absolute measurement of the photon flux for the

point at 1.10 eV with diode A4. This diode had two dimensions much

larger than the third, so the technique for obtaining absolute photon

fluxes described in section if.8 was used. The reflection coefficient

for ZnSe was found from equation (4.3), taking n = 2.45 and k = 0. The

photon flux inside the depletion region was then calculated from equa¬

tion (4.2) taking the reflection coefficient of gold, R , to be unity.

The photoionization cross-section values for the diodes Al, A2 and A3

were then fitted to the absolute value at 1.10 eV. Note that this gives

an upper limit to the photoionization cross-section. The photoionization

cross-section spectra for diodes Al, A2 and A3 are all plotted in

absolute units over the range 0.7 - 1.55 eV in figure 5.5. Note that,

given the experimental error, the reproducibility is good from specimen

to specimen.

The total capacitance change, C
^ - C^, when steady state under

illumination was reached was obtained from the steady state magnitude

of each OBV transient. The bridge was first calibrated, the procedure

for which is described in section 4.6. C^. is the dark capacitance with
all levels filled and C is the capacitance under illumination when -

t = °o . A plot of C
^ - Cp versus photon energy is shown in figures

5.6, 5.7 and 5.8 for diodes Al, A2 and A3 respectively. If the emptying

is from a single level, C - should be independent of photon energy

provided the level empties entirely. With the exception of figure 5.8

where there is some scatter in the results, this is the case. The depar¬

tures towards lower energies are the result of the thermal refilling

effect at the depletion region edge, mentioned earlier in this section

and described in section 2.9.
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From the average magnitude of C^ - Gp the concentrations of
the centres responsible for these capacitance changes were estimated

for diodes A1 and A3 from equation (2.20). The donor concentrations

were calculated from capacitance-voltage plots at rocm temperature.

For diode A3, points below 0.825 eV, where the level did not empty

entirely, were not used in the calculation of the average value of

Coo - dp. The trap concentration of diod.e A1 was found to be
(2.17 - 0.17) x 10"^ cm ^, and that of diode A3 was (I.44 + 0.08) x

ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTS

5.4 Electrical Evidence for Chromium Level

Experiments were done to see what the effect was on the free carrier

concentration of diffusing large concentrations of chromium into n-type

ZnLe. The purpose of the experiments was to see if chromium introduces

an acceptor level in ZnSe. Where effective donor concentrations are

given, they were calculated from capacitance-voltage plots made at room

temperature on gold-evaporated Schottky diodes.

Two experiments were done.

(l) N-type ZnSe, with Np - N. = 1.7 x 10 ^ cm was heated with
5 gm of zinc and 3 gra of chromium at 960°C for 6 days 16^ hours. (The

diffusion technique used is described in section 3.2.) The resulting

material had a deep red colour. Figure 5.9 shows the current-voltage

characteristic between two indium contacts alloyed to one face. The

d.c. resistance between the .contacts is of the order of megohms and

although the gradient of figure 5.9 is 1.1 as opposed to unity for
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purely ohmic contacts, the departure is sufficiently small to suggest

that the high resistance between the contacts is a signature of the

bulk material itself rather than the contacts.

(2) A control experiment was done. The starting material was

n-type ZnSe with N_.- N = (1.03 ± 0.06) x 1017 cm 3. Two pieces ofU xL

similar dimensions were cut from this and each piece underwent a sep¬

arate diffusion. Chromium was diffused into one piece while the other

piece was used as a control. As far as possible, conditions for the two

diffusions were kept the same, e.g. the same furnace was used and the

silica tubes had the same dimensions.

Diffusion 5A Diffusion 5B (control)

One piece was heated with 4.67 The other piece was heated with

gm Zn and 3 gm Or for 7 days 4.67 gm Zn for 7 days 22^- hours

22^- hours at 960°C. at 960°C.

The resulting material was deep A diode was successfully made

red with a resistivity too high on the resulting material. For

to enable a diode to be made on

it. A section through the

this diode, 1NL - N. was' D A

(3.71 + 0.16) x 1017 cm"3.
material.showed that it became

lighter in colour towards the

centre. The outer darker layers

of material were lapped off and

a diode made on the lighter-

coloured material. For this

diode, N_ - N. was' D A

(4.8 +0.5) x 1015 cm"3.
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5.5 Discussion

(a) Nature of transition

Prom the results described in this chapter we may deduce the

following.

(1) Chromium in ZnSe introduces a level in the forbidden gap. The

photoionization cross-section spectrum of figure 5.5 corresponds to the

emptying of this level. In ZnSe which is not doped with chromium the

spectrum is not seen. Figure 5.5 shows also that the level is in the

upper half of the gap although the precise position of the level cannot

be found without fitting the photoionization cross-section spectrum to

a suitable model.

(2) Figures 5.6 -5.8 show that only a single level exists in the

gap over the range of measurement, i.e. 0.70 - 1.55 eV.

(3) The two chromium diffusions described in section 5.4 show that

chromium acts as an acceptor in ZnSe.

On the basis of these deductions and the two reported- charge con-

4 5
figurations, viz. 38 and 3d , we conclude that the transition studied

here, whose electron photoionization cross-section spectrum is shown in

figure 5.1, is

(5.1)

5
i.e. with the level filled, chromium is in the 3d configuration. This

is shown schematically in figure 5.10.
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(b) Photoionization cross-section

The optical ionization energy for a transition can only be found

accurately by fitting the photoionization cross-section to a suitable

model as discussed in section 1.5(a). If there is phonon participation

in the transition then one may still find the ionization energy from the

threshold behaviour if the coupling is relatively weak (see section

1.5(h)). With the transition studied here, the shape of the cross-

section of figire 5.5 shows that the coupling is strong and other methods

must be used to find the ionization energy. However, unless the cross-

section is obtained over a wide range of temperatures a deconvolution of

the phonon contribution can only be done by using many disposable para¬

meters, so we have chosen not to do it here.

Kaminska et al (33) have studied in absorption as a function of

temperature, the transition complementary to that reported here, i.e.

they have studied the transition

The threshold behaviour of the cross-section shows a marked temperature

dependence over the range 10K - 240K indicating strong phonon coupling,

which is also consistent with our interpretation.

One notable feature of the cross-section of figure 5.5 is the shape

at high energies. The cross-section is fairly flat over the range

1.10 - 1.55 eV. This suggests that the purely electronic part of the

spectrum is also flat here because convoluting the electronic cross-

section with a Gaussian phonon distribution does not alter the high-

energy shape to a great extent. The fall-off is more gradual than that

3d5 + hole. (5.2)
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predicted by a Lucovsky model, for example. The high-energy shape of

the cross-section is discussed in more detail in Chapter 9«

A further interesting feature of the spectrum is the range of

photon energies over which it was obtained, viz. up to approximately

twice the threshold energy. Photoionization cross-section spectra are

rarely obtained over such large energy ranges because of limitations

usually imposed by the host band-gap or by contributions to the signal

from other deep traps. One exception is the hole cross-section for

transitions to the M-centre in ZnSe, studied by Grimmeiss et al (57)

over roughly the same energy range, i.e. 0.7 - 1.5 eV.

5.6 Summary

Electrical experiments have shown that chromium introduces an

5
acceptor level in ZnSe. With the level full, chromium is in the 3d

5 v 4
configuration. The optical cross-section for the 3d 7 3d transition

has been obtained for the first time by a photocapacitance technique at

liquid nitrogen temperature. The cross-section shows strong phonon

interaction in the transition making an accurate estimate of the

ionization energy difficult, but it is clear that the level is in the

upper half of the gap, with a threshold energy near 0.7 eV.
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CHAPTKK 6

ZnSe ; Ni

6.1 Introduction

The d-shell configuration in which substitutional nickel is
g

neutral in ZnSe is 3d . Vir&y and Allen (58) and Baranowski et al (59)

have published the excited state spectrum of this configuration. Noras

(60) has made further studies of the fine structure in absorption of the
8 7 9

3d internal transitions. The charged configurations, 3d and 3d , have

been reported in electron paramagnetic resonance under photoexcitation

(61). Less is known, however, about photoionization transitions.

Kazanskii and Ryskin (62) and Noras (60) have observed a broad charge

transfer band in absorption with onset near 1.86 eV in the same spectrum
g

as the 3d internal transitions, and there is evidence (63 - 65) that

the transition seen by them is

3d8 + hv >3d9 + hole. (6.1)

In the first part of this chapter are described experiments made

on n-type ZnSe : Ni in which the Fermi level is near the conduction band
9

edge and the nickel centres are expected to be in the 3d configuration.

Photocapacitance experiments were made in an attempt to identify the

transition complementary to that of equation (6.1), viz.

3d^ + hp ^ 3d8 + electron. (8.2)

The remainder of the experimental section describes the electrical evi¬

dence that nickel introduces an acceptor level in ZnSe. The chapter ends

with a discussion and summary of the results.
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OPTICAL EXPERIMENTS

6.2 Photoionization Cross-Section Measurements

Five n-type conducting ZnSe : Ni Schottky diodes were used for

photocapacitance experiments at liquid nitrogen temperature. The

diffusions resulting in the material on which diode B1 was made were

carried out by me, whereas the ZnSe material resulting in diodes B2,

B3, B4. and B5, was doped by other workers in this laboratory. Details

of the diffusions, where known, are given in table Jj.l.

Diode B1 showed the largest changes in photocapacitance. Increases

in capacitance corresponding to transitions to the conduction band were

seen vrith threshold near 1.0 eV suggesting a level approximately 1.0 eV

below the conduction band edge. The electron photoionization cross-

section spectrum for this level was obtained in the same way as that

described in section 5.3 for the chromium level in ZnSe, viz. the spec¬

trum was obtained in a point-by-point manner, the procedure of first

filling levels under forward bias and then emptying under monochromatic

illumination being carried out for each wavelength of light. A forward

bias of 1.5 V was used for filling levels. The off-balance voltage (OBV)

transients were similar to those obtained with ZnSe : Cr, i.e. they

showed an initial fast rise which became damped out towards the end of

the trace. The time constant of the final part of the trace was calcu¬

lated using Mangelsaorf1s method (56). Thermal emptying of the level

was negligible at liquid nitrogen temperature so that the photo¬

ionization cross-section at a particular photon energy could be found

directly from the transient time constant and the photon flux by using

equation (2.26). The photoionization cross-section spectrum in relative
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units over the range 1.05 eV > 1.50 eV is given in figure 6.1.

Below 1.05 eV no measurements were made because here, the time con¬

stants of the transients were of the order of many minutes compared to

time constants of 30s - 40s for higher energies.

The total capacitance change, Coo - is plotted as a function

of photon energy in figure 6.2. Here Coo is the final capacitance

under illumination and C.^ is the dark capacitance with levels completely
filled. Figure 6.2 shows that to a good approximation, Q,, - C^, is
independent of photon energy implying that the photoionization cross-

section spectrum of figure 6.1 is that of a transition from a single

level. From the average magnitude of C ^ - C^, the concentration of
centres giving rise to the transition was found to be (5.96 _+ 0.22) x

16 — 3
10 cm . The shallow donor concentration obtained from a capacitance-

voltage plot at room temperature was (3.^-3 ± 0.12) x 10^ cm

The spectrum shown by the four other diodes vra.s of a quite different

form. Illumination of these diodes with monochromatic light in the range

roughly 0.8 eV - 1.05 eV yielded relatively small increases in capaci¬

tance which were thought to be due to the emptying of a shallower level.

Much larger capacitance increases were seen under illumination with light

of £>hoton energy greater than approximately 1.15 eV suggesting a deeper

level in higher concentration. The electron photoionization cross-

section spectrum for the deeper level was obtained in the following way.

All levels were first filled in the dark by applying a forward bias of

1.5 V. The shallower level was then emptied optically with light of

energy 0.9 eV at zero bias. When there were no further changes in

capacitance, monochromatic light of greater energy was shone onto the
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diode to empty the deeper level and the OBV was recorded. No thermal

emission was seen at liquid nitrogen temperature so that using equation

(2.26), the electron photoionization cross-section at a particular

wavelength of light was calculated from the photon flux and the time

constant obtained from the final part of the OBV trace. The entire

procedure, viz. filling all levels, emptying the shallower level and

then obtaining the OBV trace due to emptying of the deeper level was

repeated for other wavelengths of monochromatic light. Absolute values

were obtained by making an absolute measurement of the photon flux and

hence photoionization cross-section for the point at 1.22 eV with diode

B5. This diode was made on a thin parallel-sided slab of material and

so the technique described in section 4.6 was used. The photon flux in

the depletion region was found from equation (4.2) taking the parameters

for ZnSe and gold given in section 5.3- The photoionization cross-

section values for diodes B2, B3 and B4 were then fitted to the absolute

magnitude at 1.22 eV. The photoionization cross-section spectrum over

the range 1.18 - 1.34 eV obtained at liquid nitrogen temperature is shown

in figure 6.3 for diodes B2, B3 and B4. The agreement between the three

diodes is good, given the experimental error. Below 1.18 eV and above

1.34 eV no measurements were made because in these energy regions the

OBV transients showed long 'tails', suggesting time constants of the

order of many hours.

To check that the cross-section of figure 6.3 was that of the

emptying of a single level, C «, - was calculated for diode B2 and

is plotted as a function of photon energy in figure 6.4. Prom the aver¬

age value of C oo - and the shallow donor concentration which was

17 — 3
(2.63 + 0.13) X 10 ' cm for this diode, the concentration of centres
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15 -3
giving rise to this transition was found to be (5.4-8 _+ 0.32) x 10 an

ELECTRICAL £XPERB\Mfl'S

6.3 Electrical Evidence for Nickel Acceptor Level

In a control experiment nickel was diffused in large concentrations

into n-type conducting ZnSe to see what effect this had on the conduc¬

tivity. ZnSe with a shallow donor concentration of (1.27 ± 0.03) x

18 —3
10 cm , obtained from a room temperature capacitance-voltage plot

on a diode made on this material, was used as the starting material.

A four-probe experiment also done at room temperature gave a resistivity

of (0.5 ± 0.2) £2 cm for the same material. Two pieces of similar

dimensions were cut from this and each piece underwent a separate diffu¬

sion. Nickel was diffused into one piece while the other piece was used

as the control. As far as possible, conditions for the two diffusions

were kept the sane, e.g. the same furnace was used and the silica tubes

had the same dimensions.

, Diffusion 6a Diffusion 6B (control)

One piece was heated with 3.95 The other piece was heated with

gm Zn and 3.74- gm Ni for 7 days 3.97 gm Zn for 7 days at 900°C.
at 900°G.

The resulting material was black Two diodes were made on the

with a resistivity too high to resulting material. Room-

enable a diode to be made on it. temperature capacitance-voltage

A f'our-probe experiment at room plots gave shallow donor concen¬

temperature gave a resistivity trations of (0. 31 + 0.01) X

of (4- _+ 2) x 10^ £2 cm. 1018 cm""3 and (0.64- + 0.01) x

1018 cm"3, respectively.
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6.4 Discussion

The optical evidence presented here, viz. two completely different

photoionization cross-section spectra (see figures 6.1 and 6.3), suggest

that nickel can "be incorporated in ZnSe in two different ways. Figure

6.1 shows the photoionization cross-section spectrum for the emptying

of a level in relatively high concentration, i.e. (5.36 _+ 0.22) x

10 cm . This high concentration suggests that the centre involved

is nickel, which was deliberately introduced as an impurity (see table

3.1 for details). Figure 6.3 shows an Allen two-thirds plot (see

section 1.5(a)) of the initial part of this cross-section spectrum.

The fit to a straight line is good, with only a small phonon tail. As

shown in section 1.5(b), the intercept value gives the optical ioniza¬

tion energy. Here, the phonon interaction is weak so the optical

ionization energy lies close to the zero-phonon energy. The intercept

in figure 6.5 is 1.045 ± 0.005 eV. The transition seen by Kazanskii and

Ryskin (62) and Noras (60), given by equation (6.1), proceeds with

ionization energy of 1.854 eV at liquid nitrogen temperature (60). These

two ionization energies, viz. 1.045 eV and 1.854 eV add up to 2.899

which is slightly greater than the band-gap of ZnSe at liquid nitrogen

temperature, 2.81 e'V" (55). This suggests that the two transitions are

complementary, i.e. the transition seen here is

3d^ + hv >3d^ + electron. (6.2)

This transition is shown schematically in figure 6.6. This interpreta¬

tion is supported by the electrical evidence presented in section 6.3

which shov/s that nickel in high concentration introduces an acceptor

level in ZnSe.
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The spectrum of figure 6.3, however, is that of the emptying of
16 — 6

a level in lower concentration, viz. (5.4-8 _+ 0.32) x 10 cm . This

spectrum shows a narrow hand with half-width of 0.1 eV and peaked at

1.23 eV. The oscillator strength, f, in the band was calculated from

Smakula's equation (66). Taking the electric field ratio to be unity,
-2

f was found to be (3.73 + 0.37) x 10 . This spectrum is not of the

type normally expected for transitions from a bound state to a continuum.

One possibility is a photothermal process in which the transition to

the conduction band occurs by optical excitation to a bound state just

below the conduction band edge followed by thermal emptying of this

level. However, this process is unlikely because at higher energies

transition from the ground state directly to the conduction band con¬

tinuum should be seen. In addition, the oscillator strength is too high

for d-d transitions in a tetrahedral environment for which typical

observed oscillator strengths are of the order of 10 ^ - 10 ^ (67). The

peak value of 1.23 eV is also too high for the crystal field splitting

in tetrahedral compounds, e.g. for nickel in the 3d. configuration in

ZnSe the crystal field splitting is 0.54 eV (58). Another possibility

is that nickel may associate with an impurity to form a complex and the

peak may be a resonance between a state of the complex and the conduc¬

tion band. Associates between copper and other defects have been

reported in II-VT compounds (68 - 70). In particular an Pe : Cu complex

has been seen in ZnSe (7l). Nothing is known of nickel complexes in

ZnSe, however, and it is apparent that further research is necessary

before the transition reported here can be identified.
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6.5 Summary

Photocapacitance experiments at liquid nitrogen temperature

have shown that nickel can be incorporated in ZnSe in two different

ways. There is evidence from electrical experiments that nickel in

high concentrations introduces an acceptor level. With the level

9 9 8
filled, nickel is in the 3d configuration and the 3d > 3d tran¬

sition procedes with ionization energy of l.Oij-5 _+ 0.005 eV at liquid

nitrogen temperature. The optical cross-section for this transition

has been obtained over the range 1,05 - 1.50 eV. In lower concentra¬

tion, nickel introduces a level whose optical emptying cross-section

shows a narrow band at 1.23 eV. The precise nature of this band is,

as yet, unknown.
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CHAPTER 7

GaP : Ni

7.1 Introduction

Neutral nickel, substitutional for gallium in GaP, has the d-shell
~j

configuration 3d . Kaufmann et al (72) have studied the photosensitive

electron paramagnetic resonance of this configuration and Abagyan et al

(73) have studied the hole ionization transition,

^ + hv >^8 + hole- (7.1)

both optically in absorption and thermally via Hall effect measurements.

Their published hole ionization energies for this transition are:

EI (optical) = 0.50 + 0.03 eV
and EI (thermal) = 0.47 - 0.52 eV

(7.2)

The configuration in which neutral nickel has accepted one electron,
8 ' , v

viz. 3d , has been studied in absorption by Baranowski et al (74) and

Noras et al (76). A band in this spectrum was also attributed to nickel
8 5

3d but subsequent work showed that it was due to nickel 3d. . Dean et

al (14) reported the luminescence spectrum of the reverse transition of
9this same band. The two-electron acceptor state of nickel, i. e. 38. ,

has been identified as a stable charge state via absorption, luminescence

and electron paramagnetic resonance by Kaufmann et al (75).

Bands have been seen in nickel-doped GaP whose precise nature is

not understood. Hamilton and Peaker (77) have reported photocapacitance
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measurements, of a different kind to those described here, on a level

approximately 0.95 eV above the valence band. They have suggested

that the centre giving rise to this level may correspond to a complex

between nickel on a gallium site and a phosphorus vacancy. A band with

threshold near 1.5 eV has been seen by some workers (73, 74).

Kaufmann et al (75) suggest that this band may be due to the transition

complementary to that given in equation (7.l), viz.

3d^ + >3d^ + electron. (7.3)

Thus although the internal structure of the nickel states is now well

understood, the only firm evidence for ionization transitions is that

presented by Abagyan et al for the transition given in equation (7.l).

Clearly, more work on ionization needs to be done, e.g. no evidence for
9 8

the 3d ^ 3d transition and its complement has been reported. To

this end, photocapacitance experiments were undertaken. These are des¬

cribed in the next section. The results are discussed in section 7.3 a^d

summarised in section 7*4.

7.2 Photocapacitance Measurements

Nickel was diffused into n-type conducting GaP in two separate

diffusions in concentrations sufficiently low that the resulting material

was still conducting. Details of the diffusions are given in table 3.2.

Schottky diodes CI and C2 were made on the doped slices. Their room-

temperature current-voltage characteristics are shown in figures 3.8 and

3.9. Diode CI was stable and the signal changes under illumination were

pure capacitance. Diode C2.was not stable. The dark capacitance drifted

slightly during the experiments and a small out-of-phase component
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accompanied the capacitance changes under illumination.

The following experiment was done at room temperature. The diode

was stored in the dark until thermal equilibrium was reached. The dark

capacitance, G^, was then measured. The diode was illuminated with
monochromatic light, causing the capacitance to change. When steady

state was reached, the bridge was balanced and the final capacitance,

Coo , was measured. The time taken to reach steady state varied from

wavelength to wavelength, but was typically 5-10 minutes. The

shutter was then closed and the diode stored in the dark until thermal

equilibrium (or near thermal equilibrium) was reached. For the lower

photon energies the time to reach thermal equilibrium was approximately

10 minutes but for higher energies it was sometimes necessary to wait

30 minutes or longer for thermal equilibrium. The procedure was then

repeated for other wavelengths of monochromatic light. All measurements

were made at constant photon flux, obtained by placing wire meshes of

different grid in a diffuse part of the light beam. For each diode the

above experiment was done with two values of photon flux. The energy

range over which measurements were made was 1.3 - 2.1 eV. - The total

capacitance change, Cffl - C^, is plotted versus photon energy in
figures /• 1 and 7.2 for diodes CI and C2, respectively. In all cases

the capacitance change is positive, indicating a net transfer of elec¬

trons to the conduction band.

No experiments could be done at liquid nitrogen temperatures with

these two diodes for the following reason. On cooling the effective

series resistance of both diodes increased so much so that no capacitance

measurements could be made. Figure 3.7 shows the room temperature



current-voltage characteristic between two indium/tin contacts alloyed

to one face of the nickel-doped material on which diode CI was made.

The gradient is 1.01, which is close to the value of unity, expected

for purely ohmic contacts. The resistance is approximately 60 ft .

The liquid nitrogen temperature current-voltage characteristic between

the same two contacts is shown in figure 7.3. The gradient of 1.06

suggests that the contacts are near ohmic at liquid nitrogen temperature

also and so the high resistance between the contacts, approximately

170K ft , is a feature of the bulk material itself.

7.3 Discussion

The shape of the spectra of figures ~/.l and 7-2 depends on the

balance between optical emptying and optical refilling of levels in the

gap. It also depends on thermal refilling, both directly from the valence

band to the levels and from the thermal in-diffusion of electrons at the

depletion region edge, described in section 2.9. Because of this, the

details of the spectra are difficult to interpret without prior knowledge

of level positions, trap concentrations and optical and thermal cross-

sections. However, some information can be obtained, e.g. -all four

spectra show a marked increase in capacitance with threshold near 1.6 -

1.7 eV, suggesting a level at this depth below the conduction band edge.

As the room temperature band-gap of GaP is 2.26 eV (78) and the barrier

height for gold-evaporated n-type GaP Schottky diodes is 1.30 eV (79)

the level is in the lower half of the gap and is completely filled in

thermal equilibrium (see figure 7.4).

In the absence of any thermal refilling, the total change in capaci¬

tance at steady state under illumination due to optical emptying of this
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level would be given by

c - c - >
D 2N„ [ e °+e o]D n p (2.15)

(see section 2.4). If the assumption is made that e 0 » e ° at
P n

1.6 eV and greater energies then (C^ - C^) should be approximately
proportional to e ° • However, thermal refilling under illumination

n

decreases the total capacitance change and there are also contributions

to the capacitance from other unknown levels. This means that only a

rough estimate of the threshold energy can be made from a room tempera¬

ture experiment of this sort. Prom figures 7.1 and 7.2 the threshold

for optical ionization to the conduction band is approximately 1.6 -

1.7 eV at room temperature. This value is close to that expected for

the transition complementary to that seen by Abagyan et al and given in

equation (7.l). This suggests that the transition seen here is

3d® + hv ^ + electron (7.3)

with threshold near 1.6 - 1.7 eV at room temperature. This transition is

shown schematically in figure 7.5.

Our interpretation of the transition seen here does'not presuppose

that the nickel centres in the depletion region are necessarily in the
g

3d configuration in thermal equilibrium. If the threshold for the

transition

3d^ + hv ^ 3d® + electron (7.4)
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occurs at an energy smaller than 1.6 eV, then light of energy

9 8
1.6 eV will first remove an electron from the 38 centres leaving 38

8 7
centres and will then ionize the 38 centres, leaving 38 .

The previous confusion, evident in the literature concerning

nickel-doped GaP, has been caused by a lack of control over material

quality. Clearly, before a proper understanding of this system is

achieved, more work with many samples is required.

7.1+ Summary

Steady state photocapacitance experiments have shown that nickel

in GaP introduces a level in the lower half of the gap. With the level
g

filled, nickel is in the 38 configuration. The transition seen here in

photocapacitance is

8 7
3d + > 38 + electron

and procedes with ionization energy near 1.6 - 1.7 eV at room temperature.



CHAPTER 8

GaAs : Cr

8.1 Introduction

The properties of chromium-doped GaAs have been extensively

investigated since Haisty and Cronin (80, 81) showed that the material

can be semi-insulating with an impurity level near the middle of the

band gap. Measurements of absorption, luminescence, photoconductivity

and electrical properties have since been reported (82 - 98, 43 - 45)

but much remains unexplained.

Electron paramagnetic resonance shows that chromium can exist in

3 1 jr 3
Gaits in the configurations 3d , 3d and 3d (43 - 45), 3d being the

configuration in which chromium is neutral with respect to the lattice.

Three charge states imply two levels in the gap (see section 1.4(a)).

Brozel et al (97) have measured the electron, donor and chromium con¬

centrations in a series of samples v/ith different concentrations and

have shown thereby that chromium can accept two extra electrons. Of

the two chromium levels, however, only the near mid-gap level has been

studied in any detail. Even so, there is scatter in the reported

values. Because the level is near the middle of the gap the threshold

energies for transitions to the valence and conduction bands are close

together and this complicates the interpretation of data. Gutkin et al

(86) have measured the spectra of the cross-sections for transitions

between the near mid-gap level and the conduction and valence band, but

their data are not sufficiently accurate to give the threshold energies.
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This chapter describes photocapacitance measurements which give

information about the positions of both chromium levels. Experiments

were done on both n and p-type material. The experiments and results

are discussed in section 8.3 in the light of some of the published

data and a summary is given in the final section.

8. 2 Photocapacitance^ Measurements

Experiments were done with two diodes, both of which were made at

R.S.R.E. Baldock by an alkyl vapour-phase epitaxial process. One was

an n-'type Schottky diode made by evaporating a gold dot of diameter

1.4- mm. The effective shallow donor concentration was (4.1 _+ 0. 2) x

15 — 3 +
10 cm at room temperature. The other diode was an n p structure

with p = 2. 3 x 10"^ cm

(a) N-type material

Measurements were made on the n-type diode at liquid nitrogen

temperature in order to obtain the electron photoionization cross-section

of the level near mid-gap. First, all centres were filled by applying

a forward bias of 1.5 V for 10 minutes in the dark. When the bias was

removed, a subsequent increase of capacitance with time was seen,

corresponding to electrons being transferred to the conduction band.

This was thought to be due to shallower levels emptying thermally. The

diode was then illuminated with light of energy 0.65 eV which assisted

the emptying of these levels. When steady state was reached, the 0.65

eV light was removed. Monochromatic light of photon energy greater

than 0.70 eV was then used to empty the near mid-gap level and the off-

balance voltage {OBV) recorded as a function of time. The capacitance

change was again positive showing the transition to be to the conduction

band. The shutter was closed and the entire procedure of filling levels
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in the dark, emptying shallow levels and then emptying the level being

investigated was repeated for other wavelengths of monochromatic light.

As the photon energy was restricted to the range in which only transi¬

tions to the conduction band were possible, the electron photoionization

cross-section was found directly frcm the photon flux and the time con¬

stant by using equations (2.17) and (2.26). The time constant was

obtained from the final exponential part of the OBV trace. The initial

fast rise, due to the thermal edge filling effect described in'section

2.9, was discarded. The electron photoionization cross-section spectrum

obtained in relative units over the range 0.72 - 0.80 eV, is shown in

figure 8.1.

The total capacitance change, Qo - C^, obtained when the level
was completely emptied after first being completely filled was calculated

from the magnitude of each OBV transient. A plot of G m versus

photon energy, given in figure 8.2, is independent of photon energy within

experimental error, showing that the OBV traces are due to the emptying

of a single level. The departure at 0.72 eV is caused by incomplete

emptying at this photon energy, a consequence of the thermal refilling

effect at the depletion region edge (see section 2.9).

The shallower levels which emptied thermally at liquid nitrogen

temperatures were then investigated. All further experiments with this

diode were done at liquid helium temperatures where the thermal ionization

rates were negligible. All levels were first filled by applying a for¬

ward bias of 1 V for several seconds in the dark. When the bias was

removed the capacitance remained constant in the dark. The diode was

then illuminated with monochromatic light and the OBV measured as a

function of time. Each OBV trace contained two components, one much
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slower than the other and with a magnitude approximately one-fifth

of the faster component. For light of photon energy 0.68 eV, the time

constant of each component was calculated as a function of photon flux.

Different photon fluxes were obtained by placing wire meshes of differ¬

ent grid in a diffuse part of the light beam. Figure 8.3 shows that

the time constant of each component is inversely proportional to the

photon flux. This suggests that there are optical transitions from two

different levels with quite different concentrations and cross-sections,

rather than that the two components are associated with optical and

phototherraal transitions at the same centre. The slow component was

not investigated further in these experiments. The photoionization

cross-section for electrons was obtained from the faster time constant

and the photon flux in the same way as that described for the level

near mid-gap. The cross-section spectrum over the range 0.46 - 0.70 eV

is shown in figure 8.4.

The total capacitance change, C m - C^, obtained when the level
giving rise to the faster component was completely emptied after first

being completely filled was calculated for this level also. Figure 8.5

shows a plot of Cm - versus photon energy which demonstrates that
only a single level gives rise to the faster component. For comparison,

C c» - Cp due to emptying of the mid-gap level after the shallower levels
had first been emptied, is also shown in figure 8.5. Within experimental

error the capacitance changes are the same for both levels, implying that

the same centre is involved in both transitions. From the average magni¬

tude of C oo - Gq the concentration of the centres was calculated and
found to be ( 5.8 _+ 0.3) x lO1^" cm **.
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(b) P-type material

The threshold for transitions from the valence band to the near

mid-gap level was found at liquid nitrogen temperature by using the

chromium-doped n+p structure, which to a good approximation acted as

a p-type Schottky diode. All levels were first emptied by applying.a

forward bias of 1 V for 5 minutes in the dark. When the bias was removed

the capacitance remained constant in the dark. The diode was then illu¬

minated with monochromatic light and the OBV recorded as a function of

time. All levels were then re-emptied and the procedure repeated point-

by-point over the spectral range 0.68 - 0.86 eV. The photon flux was

kept a constant over this range. Because all levels are emptied initially,

no change of capacitance is expected until the photon energy reaches the

threshold for transitions to the level from the valence band. The

magnitude of the capacitance change at two different time intervals after

opening the shutter is shown in figure 8.6. There is a threshold at

approximately 0.81 eV, and the sign of the capacitance change, positive,

confirms that this is the energy with respect to the valence band.

Figure 8.6 also shows a level of another impurity in much lower concen¬

tration, of approximately 0.74 eV above the valence band. The detailed

form of the curves above the 0.81 eV threshold, depends on many factors

and is not relevant to our estimate of the threshold.

To confirm that this transition from the valence band with threshold

near 0.81 eV, is the complement of that seen in the n-type material with

electron photoionization cross-section given in figqre 8.1, the follow¬

ing experiment was done with the n+p structure, again at liquid nitrogen

temperature. Light of 0.84 eV was shone on the diode until a steady

state was reached. It was then replaced by light of 0.74 eV for 5
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minutes. At this stage, any level within 0.68 eV (i.e. E -0.84 eV)s

of the conduction band is empty, any within 0.68 eV of the valence band

is full, and levels in a narrow range near the centre of the gap are

partially occupied in a reproducible manner. Then monochromatic light

was used to empty the near mid-gap level, and the OBV recorded. The

capacitance change in this case was negative as expected for transitions

to the conduction band in p-type material. The electron photoionization

cross-section was calculated from the photon flux and the OBV trace

time constant in the usual way. The entire procedure of illuminating

the diode with 0.84 eV and 0.74 eV light, followed by emptying of the

level under investigation, was repeated for other wavelengths of mono¬

chromatic light. The photoionization spectrum, obtained over the range

0.76 - 0.80 eV, is shown in figure 8.7. For comparison, the photo¬

ionization spectrum of the near mid-gap level, obtained with the n-type

diode, is also shown in figure 8.7. Within experimental error, the two

spectra are identical.

8.3 Discussion

The threshold energy for the transition from the near mid-gap level

to the conduction band is obtained from an Allen two-thirds plot of the

spectrum of figure 8.1. Figure 8.8 shows the plot which is a good fit

to a straight line, with only a small phonon tail. As shown in section

1.5(d) the intercept value for a two-thirds plot lies near the zero-

phonon energy if phonon interaction is weak. From figure 8.8 the inter¬

cept is 0.74 +, 0.01 eV at liquid nitrogen temperature.

The complementary transition, i.e. from the valence band to the

level, is shown in figure 8.6. Wo fitting procedure can be applied here
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as the capacitance change is not directly proportional to the hole

ionization cross-section. The threshold for the capacitance change

is quite pronounced, occurring at 0.81 _+ 0.01 eV, and is expected to

lie close to the optical ionization energy for holes. The sum of the

two thresholds, 0.74 eV and 0.81 eV, adds up to 1.55 eV v/hich is close

to the low temperature direct hand-gap of GaAs, 1.52 eV (99> 100).

Phonon interaction in these transitions is therefore weak, a fact also

demonstrated by the smallness of the tail below threshold in figure

8.8.

It is not possible to use a fitting procedure for the level whose

cross-section spectrum is shown in figure 8.4 because the shape of this

spectrum shows that there is a strong phonon interaction in the transi¬

tion. (This spectrum is similar in shape to the low energy optical cross-

5 4
section spectrum shown in figure 5.5 for the 3d ^ 3d transition in ZnSe :

Cr.) Interpretation of the spectrum requires a convolution of the phonon

interaction with the purely electronic spectrum. This has not been

attempted here because the number of disposable parameters is too large.

A two-thirds plot of this spectrum gives an intercept of approximately

0.52 eV, which can be interpreted as the vertical energy on a configura¬

tion co-ordinate diagram, i.e. as Eq ^ in figure 1.3 (see section 1.5(b)).
The zero phonon energy is ■<£. 0.46 eV.

Figure 8.9 is a representation of the transitions we have observed.

If the chromium impurity has n electrons, then transition A with

threshold 0.81 eV removes an electron from the valence band onto the

chromium, leaving it with n + 1 electrons. Transition B with threshold

0.74 eV takes an electron from chromium with n + 1 electrons into the

conduction band, leaving chromium with n electrons. Transition C, with
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threshold about 0.5 eV, removes an electron from chromium with n + 2

electrons into the conduction band, the final configuration being
3 4 5

n + 1. Because the configurations 3d- , 3d and 3d are seen in electron

paramagnetic resonance, we identify these with chromium occupation

numbers n, n + 1 and n + 2, respectively.

Comparison of our energy values with those' reported previously

is not straightforward. For example, thermal experiments give an energy

which is a value extrapolated to absolute zero. If the impurity ioniza¬

tion is temperature dependent, the extrapolated value differs from the

energy in the temperature range of the measurement, and also from the

actual value at low temperatures. G-. A. Allen (84) measured the photo¬

conductivity threshold in GaAs : Cr over a range of temperatures. His

value at liquid nitrogen temperature is 0.75 eV, in good agreement with

our value for transition B. His Hall effect data gave the extrapolated

energy in the range 0.75 - 0.82 eV, depending on the specimen, while

Haisty and Cronin (80) obtained 0.79 eV. In neither of these two cases,

however, is it clear which band is involved in the transition.

Optical experiments such as photoconductivity or photoexcited

electron paramagnetic resonance can give very misleading results. The

spectrum is often scanned and the occupation of the various levels may

not be constant during the scan. The signal strength at a given photon

energy is then not directly proportional to the cross-section for a

transition. Sane information can be obtained form the threshold ener¬

gies of any sharp changes of slope in the spectra, but unless the con¬

centrations of all charge states are measured simultaneously it is not

possible to produce an unambiguous interpretation of the spectra in the

absence of other information. For example, in figure 8.9 transition D
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5
leads to an increase in the d concentration by adding an electron

from the valence band, to but transition B produces a free electron

which may be captured by another atom in a d configpration, again

increasing the d^ concentration. Kaufmann and Schneider (43) saw an

5
increase in the d concentration with a threshold at 0.75 + 0.01 eV

which they attribute to transition L of figure 8.9. Our measurements

show that the alternative explanation, that the transition is B followed

by electron capture, is more tenable. Kaufmann and Schneider also see

5
quenching of d which they interpret as transition C, with a threshold

roughly 0.45 eV, in agreement with our data. Krebs and Stauss (44, 45)
also observe this quenching. They also see a threshold near 0.75 eV

5 4 3
for an increase of d , an increase of d and a decrease of d . If their

samples contain chromium which is mostly uncompensated, as suggested by

the relative intensities of their signals, then transition A leads to a

3 4
decrease in d and an increase in d . When transition A occurs,

5
transition B can also occur, leading to an increase of d by capture of

electrons by d . The spectra of Krebs and Stauss can therefore be

explained if all three thresholds are that of transition A. Their value

of the energy, near 0.75 eV, is less than our value of 0.81 _+ 0.01 eV,

but the spectral resolution used is not stated so it is not known if the
5

difference is significant or not. A slight increase of d with a thresh¬

old about 1.2 eV is present in the spectra given by Krebs and Stauss :

this can be interpreted as the onset of transition D. The sum of the

threshold energies for transitions C and D is then greater than the band-

gap by 0.15 - 0.2 eY consistent with our observation that lattice relaxa-

5tion is not negligible in transitions involving d .
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In conclusion, we have obtained accurate threshold energies for

transitions both to and from the near mid-gap chromium level, thus

showing that the level is in the upper half of the gap, a fact which

had not been established with certainty before now. In addition, our

results give information on the position of the second chromium level,

for which no firm evidence to date is available. Prom the results of

Brozel et al (57) (mentioned in section 8.l) we have calculated that in

their sample with the lowest electron concentration in which chromium

had accepted two electrons, the Fermi level was 0.1 eV below the con¬

duction band edge. From this it can be concluded that the second level

must lie more than 0.1 eV below the conduction band edge. We have also

shown that previous published data on GaAs : Cr, specifically the

photoexcited electron paramagnetic resonance data, are compatible with

our energy level scheme.

8.4 Summary

Our experiments demonstrate that chromium produces two acceptor

levels in GaAs which are associated with different charge states of the

same centre. At liquid nitrogen temperature, the optical transition

38-^"' y 3d^ (B on figure 8.9) has a threshold at 0.74 + 0.01 eV, and the
3 k

transition 3d ^ 3d (transition a) has a threshold at 0.81 + 0.01 eV.

The sum of the two threshold energies is 1.55 eV while the direct band-

gap is 1.52 eV, so lattice relaxation in these transitions is small.

The transition 3d^ >38^ (transition C) has a spectrum at liquid helium

temperature which shows that phonon interaction in the transition is

fairly strong. The vertical transition on a configuration co-ordinate

diagram is near 0.52 eV but the zero phonon energy , is 0.46 eV.
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CHAPTER 9

DISCUSSION

The results of this project were described in Chapters 5-8

inclusive, with each chapter devoted to one particular combination of

host plus impurity. Although each set of results was discussed at the

end of the relevant chapter, the aim of this final chapter is to dis¬

cuss all the results in a more general context and to search for any

possible trend in the findings. The emphasis here has been on

ionization energies and photoionization cross-sections so the discussion

will be restricted to these two quantities.

9.1 Ionization Energies

Calculations of energy level positions starting from first principles

are difficult to perform for many-electron systems such as the d-shell

of transition metal impurities so it is not surprising that theoretical

models tend to be of a semi-empirical nature. One such model for deter¬

mining the ionization energies of transition metal impurities in a par¬

ticular host was developed by Allen and has already been described in

section 1.4(b). The model requires two experimentally-determined

ionization energies before the others of the 3<3.n series can be calculated,

but because of the lack of data it has so far been tested in only a few

cases. However, with the results obtained in Chapters 5 and 6 we can

now test the validity of the model for the ZnSe host. For ZnSe doped

with nickel, experiments show that the >3d^ transition proceeds

with ionization energy of 1.045 eV at liquid nitrogen temperature.

Following the notation of section 1.4(b), this can be written as

(9.1)
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For chromium in ZnSe no accurate value for the ionization energy of
5 4

the 3d ^ 3d transition was found because of the large lattice

coupling in the transition. Making a rough estimate of 0.7 eV from

figure 5.5, we have

E(d4) - E(d5) =0.7 eV (9.2)

The values of B, C and A lor each configuration are not all known,

so as a first approximation it is assumed that they are the same for all

configurations in ZnSe. For B and A , we take the average of the values

found by Wray and Allen (58) for some of the transition metal impurities,

in ZnSe, viz.

B = 480 cm"1
(9.3)

= 0.06 eV

and

A = 4000 cm 1
(9.4)

= 0.50 eV

We also take

0 = 4.5B (5.5)

This relation holds approximately for many systems and is usually taken

if there is insufficient data from which to determine both B and C. It

should be remembered that the crystal field parameters of equations

(9.3) and (5.4) refer to the divalent state, whereas here we are dealing

with impurities which are in the monovalent state when they have accepted
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an electron, i. e. when the level is full.

Using these parameters and the ionization energies of equations

(9.1) and (9.2) as fitting values, the remaining ionization energies

were calculated from the equations given in Appendix 1.1. They are

shown schematically in figure 9.1. For comparison, the level positions

were calculated taking

E(d^) - E(d5) =0.6 eV (9.6)

and are also shown in figure 9.1.

5 9
'With the exception of the 3d configuration of chromium and the 3d/

configuration of nickel there is no evidence from either electron para¬

magnetic resonance or optical absorption for the other monovalent

configurations. This is not inconsistent with the above calculations

because figure 9.1 predicts that the monovalent states of scandium,

titanium, vanadium and manganese should be unstable while the ionization

energies of monovalent iron and cobalt are so small that strongly n-type

matei'ial would be needed before these configurations could be seen. Both

iron and cobalt would therefore be good candidates for study using the

techniques of photocapacitance described here.

A similar calculation for energy level positions of transition

metal impurities in the GaAs host has already been done by Allen using

vanadium and cobalt energies as fitting parameters (20). The predicted

levels together with some experimentally-determined values are shown in

figure 1.2. Ionization here is from the divalent state, i.e. the state

in which the impurity has accepted one extra electron. Thus this energy
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level scheme is the appropriate one with which to compare the energy

This experimental value is the one shown in figure 1.2. The fit is

surprisingly good, remembering the approximations in the calculation.

It would be interesting to perform a similar calculation for ionization

from the monovalent state in GaAs. However, at present there are still

not enough data for this.

Figures 9.1 and 1.2 suggest that the above approach is a useful

one in the sense that it is a fairly straightforward procedure to calcu¬

late the energy level positions to a first approximation, from experi¬

mental data. The obvious direction for future research is to refine this

model by doing the calculations with B, C and A obtained for each con¬

figuration and then to test it further with other host semiconductors.

9.2 Photoionization Cross-Sections

To compare photoionization cross-section spectra with theory

requires first deciding which particular model is applicable to the sys¬

tem being studied. In the almost certain absence of information about

the impurity wave function this cannot readily be done and most experi¬

mentalists resort .to fitting only part of their spectra, usually the

near-threshold region, to well-established models such as Lucovsky's.

Lucovsky's model, v/hich has already been discussed in section 1.5(a), is

a special case and has only limited application.

If the cross-section has been obtained over a large enough energy

range, the shape far from threshold may give some indication of the form

of the impurity wave function, ijr. For example, if if. is expressed

found
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as a superposition of Bloch functions from one band, i.e.

^. = £ A.(k)U.(k,r)e1--- (1.19)1
k 1 1

then for parabolic bands, the cross-section takes the form of either

?/2 ?
a(hv) cc A- |A(k)rhv 1 (1.20)

if transitions are to a band of the same parity, or approximately

o(hv) |A.(k)|2 (1-21)

if transitions are to a band of opposite parity. Nov/ the impurity wave

function is expected to have an envelope in the tail region varying as

"Ohr
- . In this case, equation (1.20) becomes

r

E "2
CT(hV:) * hv(h2a2 .2 (9.7)+ E)

and equation (l.2l) becomes
r-1/2

0(hv> ,h2a2 .2
+ E) (9-8)

The spectral variations of d(hv) given by equations (9.7) an<i (9-8)

are shown in figures 9.2 and 9.3 respectively, for different values of

a when the ionization energy, E^., is 1 eV. The functions have been
normalised to the same maximum value.
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More generally, if) . may contain contributions from more than

one band, i.e.

iK = 2 C Z A (k) U (k, r) e1" .
1 nnkn-n-

The corresponding cross-section is a superposition of terms of the type

given by equations (9.7) ajad (9*8) together with interference terms

leading to a wide variety of possible spectral shapes. However, if the

predominant contribution to is from one band then the shape of the

cross-section is that of one of the curves in figure 9.2 or 9*3. The

form of the cross-section is obtained from the threshold behaviour. The

position of the peak then gives information on the decay length, a .

We might now apply this to the spectra obtained here. For example,

figure 6.1 shows the photoionization spectrum of a level in ZnSe : Ni.
3/2

The region near threshold clearly displays the E variation of equation

(9.7) (shown in the corresponding Allen two-thirds plot of figure 6.5).

However, the spectrum was not taken over a very large energy range and

does not show a clear peak. Thus although the ionization energy is

found from the near-threshold region no information on the decay length

can be obtained until the spectrum is first extended to higher energies.

The spectrum of figure 5.5 for ZnSe : Cr, on the other hand, was

taken over a larger energy range, viz. roughly twice the threshold

energy. The spectrum shows a fairly flat response towards higher ener¬

gies. In this case, the large phonon coupling in the transition com¬

pletely masks the form of the pure electronic cross-section in the low

energy region. Without knowing this, nothing can be said about the

decay length for the following reason. A comparison of figures 9.2 and

(1.22)
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9.3 shows that carve A of figure 9*2, for example, which has a rela¬

tively small value of a, is similar in shape to curve D of figure

9.3 with a relatively large value of a. Thus, without knowing the

near-threshold behaviour one cannot distinguish between these two

possibilities. The next step is to measure the cross-section over a

wide temperature range and find the pure electronic form from a

deconvolution procedure as described in section 1.5(b).

The spectra of figures 8.1 and 8.if for GaAs : Cr were both obtained

over a small energy range near threshold and hence nothing definite can

be said about the impurity wave function. One interesting feature is
5 if

that the d ) d transition of chromium in both GaAs and ZnSe shows

strong coupling to the lattice.

The problem of modelling photoionization cross-sections is far from

solved. In many cases it is a fairly straightforward procedure to find

the ionization energy from the initial part of the spectrum and at

present this is often the only region over which experimentalists can

make measurements. It is unfortunate that the impuri4" function,

which one would like to know, can only be found from the high-energy

region of the cross-section.

To conclude, this thesis has shown that the photocapacitance

technique described here can offer more information on photoionization

processes than either absorption or photoconductivity methods. The

technique is important from a technological point of view also, because

once the photoionization spectrum is known the impurity can be identified

from its spectrum and in addition its concentration can be found. There

are still not many host plus impurity systems where the energy with
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respect to the band edges together with the impurity configurations

are known. Such information is vital for the development of theory.

The semi-empirical method for calculating energy level positions des¬

cribed here has provided a useful framework on which to hang experimental

data and the results presented in this thesis suggest that this approach

is worth exploring fhrther.
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FIGURES



Figure 1.1 Energy level diagram for transitions
at an impurity. The diagonal lines show charge
transfer transitions and the vertical line shows
a transition from the ground state to an excited
state of the impurity with n electrons.



I -3

Figure 1.2 Energy level positions of divalent
transition metal impurities in GaAs. The
ionization energies of vanadium and cobalt have
been used as fitting parameters. Theoretical
value, —■ j experimental value, • .



► q.

Figure 1.3 Single configuration co-ordinate diagram
shaving potential energy curves for impurity states
with n and n - 1 electrons.



Figure 2.1 Energy level diagram for a Schottky barrier
between a metal and an n-type semiconductor. The deep
level is shown schematically partially filled with
electrons.



Figure 2.2 Energy level diagram for a Schottky barrier
showing a deep level at a depth Ej below the conduction
band edge*



Figure 2.3 Charge transfer transitions in the
depletion region of a Schottky diode.



Figure 2. if Energy level diagram for a Schottky
barrier showing a deep level in the lower half
of the gap.



w

Figure 2.5 Depletion region of an n-type Schottky
diode. The transition showing thermal excitation
of electrons at the edge, followed by capture, is
labelled by©.
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Figure 3.1 Typical dimensions of silica tube
used for heat treatments of ZnSe in a liquid
metal bath.

Figure 3.2 Schematic representation of sloping
furnace used for heat treatments of ZnSe.
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Figure 3.3 Typical room temperature current-voltage
characteristic between alloyed indium contacts made
on ZnSe. Measurements were made for both polarities.
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Figure 3.4 Roan temperature current-voltage
characteristic of a gold-evaporated ZnSe
Schottky diode made after a caustic soda etch.
Forward direction, • j reverse direction,
A .
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Figure 3.5 Room temperature current-voltage
characteristic of another gold-evaporated
Schottky diode made after a caustic soda etch.
Forward direction, • ; reverse direction,
A .
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GaP slice

Figure 3.6 Schematic representation of the
tube arrangement used in the GaP diffusions.
The seal was made at A.
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Figure 3.7 Room temperature current-voltage
characteristic between alloyed indium/tin contacts
made on GaP. Measurements were made for both
polarities.
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Figure 3.8 Room temperature current-voltage
characteristic for the gold-evaporated GaP
Schottky diode, CI. Forward direction, • ;
reverse direction, A .
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Figure 3.9 Room temperature current-voltage charac¬
teristic for the gold-evaporated GaP Schottky diode,
C2. Forward direction, • ; reverse direction, A .
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Figure 4.1 Equivalent circuit of diode with
low leakage current.

oscillator (400 Khz)

Figure 4.2 Circuit diagram of a.c.
for photocapacitance measurements.

bridge used
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Figure 4.3 Bridge calibration curve using the
diode equivalent circuit of figure 4.1 with
C = 1000 pF and Rs = 91 Q.
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Figure 4.4 Equivalent circuit of diode with
non-negligible leakage current. Rp represents
the shunt path.
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Figure 4.5 Bridge calibration curve using the
diode equivalent circuit of figure 4.4 with
C = 1000 pP, Rs = 91 Q and Rp = lMfi.
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Figure 4.6 Bridge calibration curve using the
diode equivalent circuit of figure 4.4 vi/th
C = 1000 pF, Rs = 91 ft and Rp = 500 Y. Q .



lamp housing

Figure 4.7 Schematic representation of
experimental arrangement used for photo-
capacitance measurements.



Figure 4.8 Schematic representation of usual
mounting arrangement of the diode for photo-
capacitance experiments.

copper finger

sample

Figure 4.9 Schematic representation of mounting
arrangement of diode for absolute cross-section
measurements.



Figure 5.1 An OBV trace taken with diode
A3. The incident photon energy is 0.75 eV.

|



OBV( t + T )

Figure 5.2 The Mangelsdorf plot of the trace of
figure 5.1 with T = 60 seconds.



Figure 5.3 An OBV trace taken with diode Al.
The incident photon energy is 1.30 eV.
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Figure 5*4 The Mangelsdorf plot of the trace
of figure 5»3 with T = 15 seconds.
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Figure 5.5 The electron photoionization cross-
section spectrum of a level in ZnSe : Cr.
Measurements were made at liquid nitrogen tempera¬
ture on diodes Al, • j A2, ■ and A3, A .
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Figure 5.6 The total capacitance change due to emptying
of the level in ZnSe : Cr, plotted as a function of photon
energy for diode Al.
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Figure 5.7 The total capacitance change due to
emptying of the level in ZnSe : Cr, plotted as
a function of photon energy for diode A2.



Figure 5*8 The total capacitance change due to
emptying of the level in ZnSe : Cr, plotted as
a function of photon energy for diode A3.
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Figure 5.9 The room temperature current-voltage
characteristic between alloyed indium contacts
made on ZnSe containing a large concentration of
chromium. Measurements were made for both

polarities.



Figure 5.10 Energy level diagram showing the
3<i^ >3^ transition studied in ZnSe : Cr.
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Figure 6.1 The electron photoionization cross-
section spectrum of a level in ZnSe : Ni. The
measurements were made at liquid nitrogen
temperature with diode Bl.



Figure 6.2 The total capacitance change due to emptying
of the level in ZnSe : Ni whose cross-section spectrum is
shown in figure 6.1.



Figure 6.3 The electron photoionization cross-
section spectrum of a level in ZnSe : Ni.
Measurements were made at liquid nitrogen
temperature on diodes B2, ■ ; B3, • and
B4, A .
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Figure 6.4 The total capacitance change due to
emptying of the level whose cross-section is
shown in figure 6.3, plotted as a function of
photon energy for diode B2.
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Figure 6.5 An Allen two-thirds plot of
part of the spectrum of figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.6 Energy level diagram showing the
9.8

3d. —-> 3d transition studied in ZnSe : Ni.
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Figure 7.1 Room temperature spectra of the total
capacitance change under illumination with light
of constant photon flux, for GaP : Ni. The upper
spectrum was taken with photon flux 2.5 x larger
than that for the lower spectrum. Measurements
were made on diode CI.
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Figure 7*2 Room temperature spectra of the total
capacitance change under illumination with light
of constant photon flux, for GaP : Ni. The upper
spectrum was taken with photon flux 2.5 x larger
than that for the lower spectrum. Measurements
were made on diode C2.
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Figure 7*3 Liquid nitrogen temperature current-
voltage characteristic between alloyed indium/tin
contacts made on GaP : Ni. Measurements were made
for both polarities.



Figure 7.4 Energy level diagram for a gold Schottky
contact on GaP : Ni showing the position of the deep
level studied here.
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Energy level diagram showing the
transition studied in GaP : Ni.
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Figure 8.1 The electron photoionization cross-
section spectrum of the near mid-gap level in
GaAs : Cr. Measurements were made at liquid
nitrogen temperature on the n-type Schottky
diode.
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Figure 8.2 The total capacitance change due to
emptying of the level GaAs : Cr whose cross-
section spectrum is shown in figure 8.1.
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Figure 8.3 The inverse of the time constant plotted as
a function of photon flux for both the fast and slow
components at liquid helium temperature for light of
photon energy 0.68 eV. Measurements were made on the
n-type GaAs ; Cr Schottky diode. Slow component, A ;
fast component, • .
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Figure 8.4 The electron photoionization cross-
section spectrum of the shallower level in GaAs : Cr,
taken at liquid helium temperature.
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Figire 8.5 The total capacitance change due to
emptying of the level in GaAs ; Cr whose cross-
section is shown in figure 8.4 (• )• Shown also
for comparison is the total capacitance change
due to emptying of the mid-gap level (A).
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Figure 8.6 The capacitance change after a given
time interval, At, plotted as a function of
photon energy. Measurements were made at liquid

nitrogen temperature with the n + p GaAs : Cr
diode using a constant photon flux. At = 5 min,
A ; At = 10 min, » .
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Figare 8.7 The electron photoionization cross-
section spectrum of the near mid-gap level in
G-aAs : Cr. Measurements were made at liquid

nitrogen temperature with the n + p diode (A).
Shown also for comparison is the spectrum far the
same level found from measurements on the n-type
Schottky diode ( • ).



Figure 8.8 An Allen two-thirds plot of the
spectrum of figure 8.1.



Figure 8.9 Energy level diagram for G-aAs : Cr.
The full arrows show the transitions studied
here.
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Figure 3,1 Calculated energy level positions of
monovalent transition metal impurities in ZnSe.
The ionization energies of nickel (1.045 eV) and
chromium (0.6 eV, A j 0.7 eV, • ) have been
used as fitting parameters.
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section given by equation (9.7) for different
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■Figure 9.3 The spectral variation of the cross-section
given by equation (9.8) for different values of declay
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